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STATE OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Rep. Henley,
Sen. Winters
back projects
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Local legislators get the feeling their colleagues may not want to
open up the budget to spend more of the state's surplus, but they are
still throwing their support to some of the initiatives the governor
proposed in his State of the Commonwealth.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher proposed spending $250 million on various
projects, including adding $50 million to the retirement system for
teachers and state employees to help relieve the
financial strains that could be risky for retirees'
health care and pensions in the future.
In his address Tuesday evening to the joint
House and Senate. Fletcher recommended restoring construction projects worth more than $351.6
million mostly at colleges and universities that he
vetoed last year. The governor also proposed putting almost $150 million into the state's budget
reserve trust fund, bringing the total to nearly $386
million, the largest in state history.
Winters
State Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said
Fletcher, who is running.for re-election against two Republican
challengers, seemed enthusiastic about his proposed initiatives.
'l'here were three predictable things we all would have known
about, such as the infusion into the money into the
state employees' and teacher retirement system.
And certainly we have to do something to bring
them up to a more secure effort. I applaud that,"
Winters said. "His conunitment on restoring those
vetoed projects from the last budget was expected.
The other thing we anticipated — and something I
had promoted — was doing something with our
rainy-day fund."
Healey especially agteed with boosting the
fund and state retirement system.
rainy-day
Henley
"I certainly agree we need to put some money
into that emergency fund. For one thing, you never know what will
happen. When you have economic downturns that are unexpected,
you have reserves to keep state facilities functioning," Henley said.
"Also, it affects your bond rating. ... With the million dollars of
bonds the state issues each year, that can mean substantial savings."
Similarly, more money for the retirement system would offer
some security there.
"The legislature for the last 25 or 30 years has been underfunding that," Henley said. "It needs to be shored up, so the time to do
that is when you have surplus."
Earlier Tuesday, Murray State's Faculty Senate passed a resolution urging the governor and legislators to help the retirement system with a portion of the budget surplus. Copies of the resolution
will be sent to Fletcher, education committee chairs Winters and
Rep. Frank Rasche, D-Paducah, and the Kentucky Teachers
Retirement System board.
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Highlights
of Gov.
Fletcher's
spending
proposal

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Gov.
Ernie Fletcher outlined a long
list of proposed spending initiatives as part of his State of
the Commonwealth address
on Tuesday. Among them, he
wants:
•$151.8 million of a projected $401 million budget surplus to go into the state's
rainy day fund for emergencies. That would leave $250
million for numerous projects.
•$50 million to state retirement funds to help with their
health insurance programs'
unfunded liabilities.
• $38.2 million to the
Kentucky Horse Park for a
stadium,
outdoor
new
improvements to an indoor
arena and road work in anticipation of the 2010 World
Equestrian Games.
II $25 million for need-based
college financial aid programs to help shrink a waiting
list that includes more than
30,000 names.
MI $10 million on training programs for Ford Motor Co.
employees in Jefferson
AP County.
million so active-duty
Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher makes a point while delivering his State of the Commonwealth II $8.6
military families can have an
address to a joint session of the General Assembly in Frankfort Tuesday.
income tax exemption.
II $4.1 million for 14,000
uninsured women ages 9 to
26 to receive voluntary vaccinations against the sexually
transmitted disease known to
cause cervical cancer.
III $2.9 millOn to help build
Kentucky's stockpile of antivito
employees
state
and
teachers
for
systems
ment
By ROGER ALFORD
ral drugs to fight a bird flu epihelp with financial problems that could put the demic.
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Gov. Ernie Fletcher health care and pensions of retirees at risk in years • $1.3 million in expenses
is recommending $250 million in additional to COMe.
associated with the 2008
— $25 million to supplement financial aid for
spending to pay for a variety of initiatives, includRyder Cup at Valhalla Golf
ing one that would provide vaccinations to middle needy college students.
Club in Louisville, and an
— $10 million to pay for retraining of workers extra $626,000 on Abraham
school girls to prevent a common sexually transat two Ford plants in Louisville.
mitted diseasP known to cause cervical cancer.
Lincoln bicentennial pro— $5.8 million to purchase antiviral drugs to grams around the event
The Republican governor outlined his proposals for a $401 million budget surplus on Tuesday guard against bird flu.
•$1.2 million at the Kentucky
— $4.1 million to cover the cost of voluntary
in his annual State of the Commonwealth speech
Horse Racing Authority for
vaccines against human papilloma virus.
to a joint session of the House and Senate.
additional staff.
cervical
of
rate
highest
second
the
have
"We
Fletcher, who is involved in a re-election cam•$351.6 million worth of conpaign, will recommend putting $151 million aside cancer deaths in the nation," said Fletcher, who struction projects, primarily at
politics.
entering
before
physician
a
as
worked
unforeseen
in
only
used
for a trust fund to be
the state's public colleges
emergencies. With the remainder he recommend- 'Most of these deaths are caused by the human and universities, that was
ed a broad range of projects and initiatives that papilloma virus. ... If you have ever watched a trimmed from the state budginclude:
et last year would be
— $50 million to be transferred into the retire:
restored.
•See Page 2A

Governor proposes $250M
in additional spending

Tobacco co-op director honored by McConnell
Biting cold already
blamed for 11 deaths
By The Associated Press
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) — The blowing snow and intense
cold already blamed for 11 deaths across the country kept schools
closed for a second day Wednesday across much of West Virginia,
where temperatures have been at their lowest in more than a decade.
The arctic weather disrupted flights from Chicago to the
Northeast on Tuesday, shut down some Amtrak service and caused
huge chain-reaction traffic accidents. Schools also have been closed
in places from Minnesota to upstate New York.
There was some relief Wednesday in the Great Lakes region.
Chicago woke up to temperatures around zero with a wind chill
of 14 below zero — an improvement over its minus-30 wind chill

II See Page 2A
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By'TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
West Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association Director
Will Ed Clark was honored Tuesday morning by a representative from U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell's office for his 27 years
of service to tobacco growers and agribusiness in the state.
Marne K. Wiles, a field representative
from the congressman's Paducah office,
said McConnell wanted to show his appreciation for Clark's decades of hard work on
the behalf of growers and the state's important tobacco economy.
"This is a copy of the congressional
record signed by Sen. Mitch McConnell
and presented to Will Ed Clark personally
thanking him for the work he has done over
the last 27 years," Wiles said during a
meeting in Clark's Maple Street office.
Clark, who is preparing to close the
office soon, said he has enjoyed his years
serving growers and agri-business.
However with the demise of the federal
tobacco program, which was administered
through the association, offices all across
the state and the country will be shut down.
"It's been fun. It's been challenging,"

•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY( Ledger & Times
Will Ed Clark, general manager of the West Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, was honored Tuesday morning for his 27 years of service to tobacco
growers by Martie K. Wiles, a field representative from the U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell's Paducah office. Cleric was presented with a copy of the Congressional
Record with a personal note from McConnell.
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•Biting cold ...
From Front
on Monday The area was expected to rebound into the low 20s by
the end of the week. National Weather Service meteorologist Tim
Seeley said rUestia
the .old au returned to the northern Plains. where tlallock.
Minn . had a temperature ot 27 below zero early Wednesday, the
weather set \rtLe reported.
Residents of upstate New York were digging out from lake-eftect
squalls that dumped [mire than 5 feet of snow us er J two-day period at the eastern end of Lake Ontario the weather ser .1 1te reported
inches of snow at Oswego. 35 miles north of Syracuse
Despite the snl sw. most schools in Oswego County were hack in
Meteorologists said SA)rtie areas in the New York
lake-eftect snow heft Lould collect mole than 100 ills lies before the
system breaks up, which isn't expected until at least the weekend
In WestAirginia, however, schools were dosed of had delayed
,,perungs m parts of all 55 counties Wednesday The state's snowfall
ranged up to T inches at White Oak, the weather service said
'It was the perte.t storm,- said it)e Stevens. spokesman for the
West Virginia Ski Areas Association "(her 4 feet of snow has fallen since the ninldle ot January, ishteh has really turned the situation
arotiiiii kir the lem0., that %ere ckpcnew. ng
alio% e normal temperatures earlier in the season
uesilaY hbwright the .,,Idest readings a'. muss West ‘irgirna since
I ebs Pro,. when several all nine records were set or tied tor
I ChrlIal 1. 1 he V.. Cattle t servi. e said
the Motint.1111,1ty of ['Allis tell to 16 below /ern I uesday. tying
the te.,,rd tor I el, I. set in 1079. and the state capitol of Charleston
had a
it I helo, the weather service said
Elsewhere.( Intagt, .11y tews tespoiidcd to more than L000
reports ot
pipes I uesday. said Department of Water
Management spokesman bun LaPorte Hie cold also hampered firefighting ethos becuse
a
eerge.y
m
n
w orkers had to use propane
too.. hes to thaw lioien hydrant,.
Nloie ihan 140 flights were .an.eled at O'Hare International
Xirpon whbh repotted avelage delay s sit 45 to 1.00 minutes for all
MTh al, Mid ,lepanines I uesday night.
'anon department
spokcsworrian Wendy ,thrams said
"‘‘11(11 the
'Lined 1,11Ime ii 11111Listeti Isihtht.,̀.. Abram'
s irtihmed w iii sfcis. iii acids. Ilit%e slowed our oper a
,atil "I fiat .
nocts at both aup,,rts
Minnesota poll.e reported 2'041 .r ashes during iush hiurr traf Iii
uesda. New Nor k state tro, yer, .losed J set 11011 of Interstate /SI
east it f isisego tor an hour to IC1114 e cars and trucks that went 011
the road when hloW mg •014”..., reduced yisibility to /cot Ferry serv Re .1.1t is'. OW If Llils•iii RI's Cf iii 111151.1k* New 'fork were suspended
he..ause the Met he.iti Ifeifing ..set

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SUPPORTERS OF SCOUTING: Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn addressed a crowd Tuesday morning of more than 100 supporters of the Boy Scouts of America at the annual information and fund drive breakfast for the
group. Dunn is pictured above encouraging the participants to continue their support of the organization. Boy Scouts in
Murray and Calloway County are affiliated with the Shawnee Trails Council.

III Governor proposes ...
From Front
patient die of cervical cancer. and I have.
you would do everything you could to make
this vaccine available."
Fletcher also asked lawmakers to restore
more than S.35 lb million worth of construction projects. pnmarily at the state's public
colleges and universities. That total also
include!. S6 million for a polar bear exhibit
at the Louisville Zoo. He had vetoed the
expenditures last year.
"I believe we can now responsibly move
forward on those vetoed projects and I support restoring all of them." he said.
State Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richmond,
said the House Appropnanons and Revenue
Committee will look at Fletcher's proposals,
hut he said he expects many of them may he
postponed until the next budget cycle.
'Opening up the budget to as great a
degree as he proposed we don't think would
be appropriate for this session," said
Moberly. who chairs the appropriations
,onunittee.
State Treasurer Jonathan Miller, who is
running for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination. was critical of the governor's
spending plan.
"I think Kentuckians are tired of the governor playing these financial games where
he talks about these massive surpluses and
yet admits that we have enormous. enormous deficit of the pension funds." Miller
said
Fletcher also used his speech to ask lawmakers to provide tax incentives and tax
L.redits for new electric generating plants
and facilities that would turn coal into liquid
fuels. lie also asked that state government
he allowed to provide bond funds and grants
tom new plants that provide "new and clean

of the primary season."
Two Republicans have filed to run
against Fletcher in the May 22 pnmary,saying the first-term governor has been damaged beyond political repair and would not
be the best GOP candidate to put up against
Democrats in the November election.
Seven Democrats also are vying for the
job, and they, too, have been critical of
Fletcher, who was indicted last year on
charges that he illegally rewarded political
supporters with protected state jobs.
The indictment was dismissed in a deal
with prosecutors, but a grand jury later
issued its findings in the case. saying
Fletcher had approved a "widespread and
coordinated Plan" to skirt state hiring laws.
Fletcher has maintained that the investigation was politically motivated by Attorney
General Greg Stumbo. the running mate of
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bruce
AP Lunsford.
Fletcher, an ordained Baptist minister,
Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher greets legislators as he arrives to deliver his State did not address the hiring scandal in the
speech. However, he said his administration
of the Commonwealth address.
has gone about its work with "time-honored
and proven values" in mind.
methods" tor generating fuel and energy..
"From the Old Testament, we are admon"Energy independence transcends politic.," he said. "It is good policy tor our ished to execute true justice, show, mercy
and compassion," he said. "I believe we
nation, our state and our cm/ens."
Weakened politically by two years ot have followed those values _ treating our
legal troubles. experts say the annual State vulnerable more compassionately, providof the Commonwealth speech could help ing better protection and justice for our
Fletcher persuade voters to give him a sec- unborn, caring for our newborns more thoroughly, and strengthening our commitment
ond term in ottice.
"Especially in an election year, its a to education and to those who teach our
good oppormmtv fur tree media coverage." children."
said Kendra Stewart. a political scientist at
A governor running for a second term
Eastern Kentucky University. "A goiernor may include proposals that he knows may
will hope to see his ratings go up slightly not be successful, Stewart said. "so when he
after the speech. then capitalue on that and starts campaigning, he can at least talk
try to keep that ball rolling through the rest about having put that issue on the agenda "

•Henley, Winters ...
From Front

AP
An ice climber lakes advantage of the extreme cold snap in
New England to climb in Harts Location N H Tuesday
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TICKET
41
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We are simply asking for
support which has been promised in the past by maybe hasn't
been funded as much as expected.- Faculty Senate President
Dr Steve White said.
Senate
Vice
Faculty
President Peggy Pittman-Munke
told her colleagues every.
regional comprehensive in the
state ha.s passed or is in the
process of approving a similar
resolution for state officials.
Like other regional universities. Murray State faculty and
staff can enroll in KTRS or

Town Crier

'TILE RIGHT TO BARE ARMS TOUR
Giiest RENO COLLIER
-

C.ariler

tzl ,

;ow via
Tickets available si Urinal Trete tvtais eeater Wi otxt.
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NOTICE
O The Calloway County
Board of Education is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at North Elementary
School.
•A meeting of the Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled for 7
p.m. on Thursday in the central office board room of the
Administration
Carter
Building on S. 13th Street.
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of nonresident contracts with surrounding counties, changing
the 2006-2007 calendar and
an executive session to consider action on litigation.
II The South 641 Water
District will have its quarterly
board meeting on Monday at
4.30 p.m. at the law offices of
Hurt and Jones, 105 N. Sixth
St.. in Murray.
In To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916,

chose an optional retirement
plan. Ot the 709 people eligible,
435 are enrolled in the standard
retirement system while the others choose ORP.
"The unfunded liability also
threatens the stability sit higher
education in Kentucky by placing in jeopardy the retirement
funds ot thousands of teachers
as well as hinng and retention r a
quality faculty worried about
the stability of retirement
options in the commonwealth
universities," the resolution
said.
Among the governor's other
proposals are S25 million to
supplement financial aid for
low-income college students,
$10 million for retraining worker% at two Ford plants in
S5.8 million to buy
antiviral drugs against bird Hu.
$4.1 million for voluntary vaccines against the virus known to

ical cancer..
"Most all of the projects are
things we'd he well advised to
do, but in reality there is a
strong sentiment we don't Want
annual budget activity. So
there's some sentiment not to
open to the budget.- Sen.
Winters said. "... Naturally, it
we progress toward a point that
it looks necessary we'll have to
open the budget. I suspect a
great number of those issues
will be a table discussion.Henley agreed. and quickly
added that the additional $15
million needed to finish MSE's
science complex is still at the
forefront of his radar.
"Sonic of those things probably won't occur because it's my
understanding there's a reluctance to open up the budget,
except maybe to fund the vetoed
projects." Henley said. "I'm still
working on science complex,
mostly behind the scenes. I hope

that doesn't have to wait until
new budget cycle."
Fletcher also asked legislators to pass an income tax
exemption for active, National
Guard and reserve soldiers.
Expecting the Senate military
affairs committee to consider
such a bill, Winters said that
proposal Ivould benefits soldiers
as well as the state for years to
come,
"In the long run, by enticing
them to live in Kentucky would
be a win-win for us.- Winters
said, alluding to the lack of an
income tax in neighboring
Tennessee. He especially thinks
soldiers at Fort Campbell, which
straddles the state line, would
benefit.
"They would pay sales but
not income. We could get more
permanent residents to retire
here and become long-time contributors to state.-

Clarification
The headline and first paragraph in a story in Tuesday".
Ledger & Times incorrectly
indicated that Murray is considenng banning weapons in the
city. The story's second paragraph explained the Murray
City Councils public safety.
will
consider
committee
whether to prohibit residents
from discharging their weapons
in the city limits. The proposal
would allow exceptions, for
people protecting themselves,
law enforcement officers, those
who shoot at the firing range
Stewart
MSU's
beneath
Stadium and participants in
special events involving 21-gun
salutes.
The Ledger apologizes for
the confusion.

•Tobacco co-op

•••

From Front
Clark said. "It's been an honor to work with the senator. He's meant
a lot to us and he has certainly helped tobacco a lot."
Clark said he is saddened by having to close the office, but realizes the change in the times demands it.
"It's sad in a lot of ways that we are closing it down and it's
gone. but everything has its day." he said. "It has certainly come a
time when this becomes a thing of the past. So shortly we'll have
her closed down and we're hoping that the way tobacco works in
the future will continue to be good and that farmers will continue to
make a good living."
Clark was philosophical about his own fate.
"I'm not planning on retiring. Certainly I'll retire from here, but
I'm looking for a good job that pays a lot and requires little work,"
he laughed.
"I'm going to be looking for something to do for a few more
years.7 he added.
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By BRETT
BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
BARDSTOWN, Ky tAP) With only charred remnants of a
house to go through, unestiga
tors were expected to return to a
home
in
Bardstown
on
Wednesday morning, looking
for clues as to what started
Kentucky's deadliest house fire
in at least three decades.
Investigators were not sure
what set off the blaze, which
broke out shortly before 4 a.m.
Tuesday, killing 10 people, six
of them children.
'It's just trying to put the puzzle pieces together, Bardstown
Fire Chief Anthony Mattingly
said.
As fire investigators sorted
AP
Kelly Leach scraps the snow off her car Tuesday in downtown through that puzzle, they spent
Lexington. Snow started falling in Lexington shortly before much of Tuesday afternoon
shoveling out burnt remnants of
noon.
walls, ceiling, furniture and
clothing from the house, which
the fire stripped down to the
studs.
The blaze in the heart of
bourbon
country
was
Kentucky's deadliest fire in any
type of building since the
Beverly Hills Supper Club blaze
in northern Kentucky in 1977
killed 165 people, said Rob
Goodwin, senior deputy state
fire marshal.
Before
Tuesday's
fire,
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
caution when navigating slipKentucky already had 12 fire
Associated Press Writer
pery roads. A winter weather
deaths so far this year, according
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (AP) - advisory was in effect through
to the state fire marshal's office.
Except for heavy accumulations early Wednesday with temperaPart of the puzzle is identifyof snow in a few east-central tures expected in the teens, but
ing the dead. Kentucky State
counties, a storm dropping at 6 a.m. EST, Fort Knox and Medical
Examiner Dr. Tracy
southeastward across Kentucky Louisville were the only cities Corey said the task will likely
reporting
temperatures
that
low
didn't prove to be wide-ranging,
take several days.
according to the National with 19 degree readings.
Authorities did not identify
Forecasts
some
sent
Weather Service.
the victims, but Janet Tonge said
"This system came down as a Kentucky residents rushing to her sister, Sherry Maddox, was
clipper system and didn't drop as grocery stores to stock up on among the dead, along with
far south as we thought it was bread, milk and frozen meat Maddox's boyfriend, Johnny
going to." said National Weather products. Gene Arnold, manager Litsey, two of Maddox's daughService
meteorologist Joe at Food Lion in Cynthiana, said ters and six of her grandchilAmmerman. "Had it done so. there were long lines through dren, including twin girls
that heavier snow would have most of the morning.
Heaven and Earth Maddox.
"When they holler 'snow,'
dropped further south, but it didMattingly said one survivor,
we've got to be prepared,"
n't occur that way."
identified by a neighbor as
Arnold said.
Heavy snow accumulated in
Darrell Maddox, was listed in
School districts — including
stable condition at University of
east-central Kentucky late
the state's two largest systems in
Louisville Hospital.
Tuesday and early Wednesday,
Louisville and Lexington —
Another family member had
while other areas had amounts
closed early as flakes started to
gone out earlier and may have
ranging from a few inches to a fall in portions
of the state early
returned to find the home in
tenth of an inch in Louisville.
in the afternoon. Fayette County
"Harrison,
Bourbon, schools remained closed Friday, flames, officials said.
Goodwin said investigators
Nicholas counties — they had 3 but in Jefferson County is was
will sort through the rubble of
to 4 inches. Bourbon County classes as usual.
the collapsed roof so the floor
even had a report of 5 inches,"
Some 36 snow plow trucks in
can be examined.
Ammerman said.
Lexington were prepared to
"It's like an archaeological
Dozens of school systems work overnight to clear the
were closed, mostly based on streets, but Fayette County had dig," Goodwin said. "We've got
to dig through what has fallen
the forecast of a major snow only 1 inch of snow.
and get to what was originally
event.
In Louisville this morning,
there."
A winter storm watch was dump trucks filled with salt
Arson investigators reached
issued for a large swath of north- were seen posted along intersome
early
conclusions.
ern and central Kentucky, and state highways, but were not
Goodwin said. Pan of the house
the NWS urged drivers to use needed.
was a garage that was closed in
and made into living space. The
fire did not start in that area, on

Argument over woman led
to murder; arrest made
egislae tax
tional
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ilitary
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d that
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would

SONORA, Ky. (AP) - The the head after an argument over
body of a murder victim was a woman, police said.
found in a shallow grave behind
Jeffries' stepfather, Charles
the rural farm residence of his Brown, said the woman the men
accused killer, according to were fighting over worked with
Kentucky State Police.
Jeffries and dated Kerr. State
Roy Marshall Jeffries, 29, Police spokesman Steve Pavey
was last seen near the Dollar said Kerr
escorted police to
General store in Sonora after
Jeffries' grave early Tuesday
leaving his workplace at the
morning. Kerr was arrested and
nearby Pilot Truck Stop Jan. 27,
jailed
on charges of murder and
investigators said. His body was
found in a wooded area behind tampering with physical eviClayton Kerr's Hogan Road dence.
Kerr was being held in the
home, about five miles south of
County
Detention
White Mills. Kerr, 20, is Hardin
accused of shooting. Jeffries in Center without bond.

LEGAL NOTICE OF
ANNUAL MEETING
The Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association will hold its Annual
Meeting of membership at
its Tobacco Farmer Appreciation Day at 2:00 p.m.,

Fire officials examine the site of a house fire Tuesday in Bardstown, Ky.
the right side of the building.
Goodwin said.
Also, there were several
smokers living in the house.
based on statements from neighbors and ashtrays and cigarette
lighters found inside. Mattingly.
said. But, there's no evidence
that smoking led to or contributed to the fire, he said.
Neighbor Bennie Stone said
he believed some of the people
were staying there with relatives
because their own furnace went
out. The temperature fell to II
degrees overnight, the National
Weather Service said.
Neighbors said they heard
panicked screams from the
house.
Lana Meier said a woman
who fled the fire banged on her
This undated photo provided by the family shows from left:
front door. "She was just hysterAnn Maddox; Elizabeth Maddox; Sherry Maddox: Johnny
ical. She said, 'I can't get in the
house. It's on fire and my baby's Litsey; and Darrell Maddox. Janet Tonge identified her sister.
Sherry Maddox: Maddox's boyfriend Johnny Litsey; and Ann
inside,'" Meier said.
Stone, 61, said he went to the Maddox as victims in a house fire Tuesday.
rear of the house and saw a
Stone said that he broke win- lering. There was just llames
woman trying to re-enter the dows to try to get to the
children esers where. Therc was no was
building, but he said he pulled inside. but that he waN 0‘,ereomc rif I vs
.t'. I just couldn't do
her back outside and away from by smoke and tlames.
the house.
heard some of the kids hol-

Jerri Terry
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Friday. February 16, 2007
in Room 101 of the South

Wing at the KY Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville, KY during the National Farm Machinery
Show.

Robert T. Williams, M.D.
announces the association of

Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over

• Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals
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What's fun about
a dozen roses?

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.
• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

Put a little play in your ValetitipteS day!

.1.°
eagle & Baile-y1
NOW OPEN!

Adult Health

ip

To schedule
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IN OUR OPINION

Congratulations to
CCHS's Yvette Pyle
Our congratulations to Calloway County High
,(.-hool Principal Yvette Pyle for her award of
Kentucky's best high school principal for 2007. It is an
honor obviously well deserved.
In her comments, Pyle, a graduate of CCHS who has
-Tent her entire educational career at her alma mater,
• pressed her love of Calloway and her profession.
"I love my career," Pyle was quoted as saying. "I
,ye it so much. It's what I want to do on a Monday
rimming."
It is that type of passion that helped earn her this
honor and has helped make Calloway County's school
-.vstern so successful.
While there are stories of problems at schools across
the country, this honor is a testimony to the job that
I'vle has done, is doing, and will continue to do at
alloway County High School.
It also shows the pride our whole community puts
into education and educating our future doctors,
lawyers, scientists, business leaders, politicians, teachirs
and principals.
(.11S teacher Linda DeVoss called Pyle "the captain
of our Laker ship."
Well, we salute you Mrs. Pyle on your honor and a
lob well done making our future stronger!

LETTERS POLICY
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V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, Wan&
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a ''thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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An inability to understand
Looking at my syllabus for my HIS
222: American Experience Since 1865
course, I realize just how much ground
we need to cover this semester. Of
course, history is a subjective art, and
it falls to the professor to pick and
choose the people and events and ideas
significant enough to
discuss in a limited
amount of time.
In this course we
begin with the Civil
War and end with the
Cold War and beyond.
In the mainstream of
history, this represents'
a lot of water under
the bridge! I will be
satisfied if we can just Home and
find enough time in
Away
this course to make it
By James
to the Civil Rights
Duane Bolin
Movement and to the
Ledger & Times
Cold War!
Columnist
Few contributed as
much to American
diplomacy as did George F. Kerman. a
Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award
winner, the author of some eighteen
hooks on Russia and the Soviet Union,
and the Cold War Kerman died at
101 in 2005.
As Mr. X, it was Kennan who
spelled out his idea of "an appropriate
United States response to potential
Soviet aggression," what came to be
known as containment, in the period
after World War 11. He argued later
- - during and after Vietnam -- that he
meant to suggest the use of political,
economic, and moral pressure on the
Soviet Union, rather than military force.
After his appointment as an ambas-

111111st

sador to Moscow, he spoke bluntly to a
journalist about life there, comparing it
to a Nazi concentration camp, and was
promptly kicked out by Joseph Stalin.
Kerman's "Sketches of a Life," a
book of excerpts from his diaries covering over sixty years of his remarkable
life, is one of the most sensitive and
eloquent examples of a diary that anyone could ever hope to read, much less
write.
My own diary entries contain profound enlightenments like: "It looks
like it might snow," or "Maddie continues to disturb the neighbors with her
incessant barking." IMaddie is our
dog.)
Compare those insights with Kennan's description of Berlin. fifteen years
after the end of World War 11. His
description is not just a reminder to us
Cold War kids of that not so distant
past. but Kennan also, I think,
describes the malaise and unfathomable
loneliness that many' feel in the present
day.
This, then, is a portion of George F.
Kennan's diary entry for June 22nd.
1960:
it was now late twilight — the
long-drawn twilight of the northern
night. Under the trees it was dark,
but the sky was still punk bright.
There was a touch of gold in the air.
Before us, there was only the great
square confronting the ruins of the
enormous Wilhelminian Romanesque
cathedral. The entire area was unbeIievably silent and empty. Only one
pair of lovers, standing under the trees
. moved uneasily away at our
approach. All about us were the ruins
of the gretit old buildings. semisilhouet-

led against the bright sky. And what
ruins! In there original state, they had .• .
•••,
seemed slightly imitative and pretentious. Now they suddenly had a
grandeur I had never seen even in
Rome. We both became aware that
this was, somehow, a moment like no
other. There was a stillness, a beauty, .
a sense of infinite, elegiac sadness and '
timelessness such as I have never experienced. Death, obviousIv, was near,
and in the air: hushed, august, brooding Death — nothing else. Here all
the measureless tragedy of the Second
W'orld War — the millions of dead, the
endless seas of bereavement and sorrow, the extinction of a whole great
complex of life and belief and hope —
had its perpetuation. So overpowering
was the impression that we spoke only
in whispers, as though we were in a
cathedral, instead of standing in the
open, before the ruins of one. Not a
soul was now in sight. But no — far
up, at the top of the enormous flight of
steps leading up to what was left of
the cathedral . . . we saw half hidden
in the shadows three adolescent boys
— motionless, themselves like statues,
themselves silent, endlessly alone and
abandoned: and their lost, defiant figures burn themselves into my vision to
the point where I see them still today
— elbows on the knees, chins resting
on the palms of hands — the embodiment of man's lost and purposeless
state, his loneliness, his helplessness,
his wistfulness, and his inability to
understand."
Kennan wrote that achingly beautiful
passage in 1960. but I am quite sure
that I saw those same three boys at the
top of the steps of Pogue Library just
yesterday evening.
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More cautious about Iraqi P.M.
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WASHINGTON tAPI Four times last year President Bush stood with Iraqi
Prime Minister Noun alMaliki, and four times he
offered glowing appraisals.
Now, though, the president's comments about the
Iraqi leader are couched with
conditions and caution
rhetorical loopholes Bush
will need to defend himself
it the man on whom he has
pinned everything fails.
The president has gone
from holding up al-Malikt as
unequivocally *the fight guy
tor Iraq" to tersely declaring
that 'what matters is whether
or not he performs."
Bush's linguistic shift on
al-Maliki began last month
when he announced his
revamped Iraq war strategy.
The president said the success of his new plan, keyed
around dispatching 21,500
more U.S. troops. depends
on the primc minister doing
his part.
Bush attached no specific
consequences if al-Maliki
does not. He also offered no
expressions of confidence
that he would.
This new wait-and-see
stance grew out of a recognition at the White House
that Congress and the public
needed the administration to
show it would not wait forever for progress in Iraq
generally and from the prime
minister specifically. On
Capitol Hill. a number of
Republicans have joined
Democrats to question the
troop boost. And polls show
that about a third of the
public approve of how Bush
is handling the war.
Bush aides also calculated
the president needed some
insurance in case al-Maliki
stumbles

kSHINGTON TODAY
By Jennifer Loven
The list of the Iraqi
leader's commitments is long
and daunting, including sending more and more capable
Iraqi fighters into Baghdad.
taking on powerful Shiite
militias, investing heavily in
reconstruction projects that
help Sunnis as well as Shiites, and enacting legislation
aimed at promoting reconciliation between warring sects,
whose deep distrust and
bloody battles are the main
source of Iraq's spiraling
instability.
Al-Maliki, the compromise
leader of a fragile ruling
coalition, could prove unable
or unwilling to follow
through. The criticism from
Congress and beyond then
would be shrill enough without Bush appearing to have
been a naive cheerleader.
presidential advisers figured.
'
It sets the rhetorical
groundwork for arguing that
the failure is not ours _ the
failure is that Maliki failed
to meet the expectations we
set for them,' said presidential rhetoric expert Kathleen
Hall Jamieson, who directs
the Annenberg Public Policy
Center at the University of
Pennsylvania.
More subtly, placing nearly all the onus on al-Maliki
and his ability to meet a list
of practical benchmarks takes
attention away from a nowbygone emphasis: Iraq as a
beacon of freedom in the
heart of the Middle East.
'
He is shifting away from
his last remaining premise
for intervention in Iraq.
establishing democracy,'
Jamieson said.
Last year, Bush was still

applauding al-Maliki in public even after the Iraqi
leader had reneged on several pledges: to deliver a unified government, clamp down
on Shiite militias, provide
extra Iraqi forces and step
up Iraqi troop readiness.
At their most recent id:
person meeting in Jordan in
November, for instance, the
president flattered al-Maliki
even though the Iraqi leader
had embarrassed Bush by
abruptly canceling a meeting
planned for the day before.
Bush's words also contradicted the conclusions of a private memo by his national
security adviser, which laid
out plenty of reason to
doubt al-Maliki's abilities.
The prime minister was still
new in office and deserved a
bit of a pass, the White
House concluded.
The president now not
only talks tougher about alMalik' but more cautiously
about success.
In a Jan. 10 prime-time
speech to the nation
announcing the new war
strategy, the president said
"this plan can work"
a
claim he carefully attrTbuted
,to his war commanders. He
said al-Maliki's promises represented "a strong commitment,' without opining on
whether the Iraqi leader
would meet them.
'Now is the time to act.
The prime minister understands this.' Bush said.
Bush has rarely talked
about Iraq since outside carefully controlled settings such
as speeches and one-on-one
interviews, and his rhetoric
has remained conditional.

Last week, the president
would not directly answer
whether he trusts al-Maliki.
"Trust it earned by doing
what you say you're going
to do," Bush told Fox News.
"I say he is in the process
of performing."
As evidence, the president
said al-Maliki is moving
more Iraqi troops into Baghdad and directing his forces •
to go after Shiite militias as
well as Sunni insurgents.
Yet, with Defense Secretary Robert Gates saying it
would take only about two
months to judge the Iraqis'
performance, there are signs
already is falling
- behind.
Iraq has missed its own
target dates for making crucial trust-building measures,
such as laws establishing
provincial elections, equitably
distributing the country's oil
wealth and reversing prohibitions on government participation by many Sunnis
because of membership in
Saddam Hussein's Baath
party. Gates said Friday extra
Iraqi troops are arriving in
Baghdad on schedule, but
are short on promised force
levels.
Anthony Cordesman, an
Iraq expert at the Center for
Strategic and International
Studies. said Bush is smart
to add more reality to his
remarks about al-Maliki. At
the same time, he said the
Iraqi leader can only be
pushed so hard.
'Like it or not, this government is the only option
we have. There's no one
waiting in the wings,'
Cordesman said.
Jennifer Loren covers the
White House for The Associated Press.
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Obituaries
William (Bill) Andrew

ran

The funeral for William (B. Andrew Cothran was today
(Wednesday) at 11 a.m. in the
1 of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. David Atkins() officiated. Burial was in the
Birmingham Cemetery, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy
be made to Benton First United
Methodist Church, 841 U.S. 1 South, Benton, Ky., 42025, or
American Cancer Society H
Lodge, do Cristina Manieri, 2008
Charlotte Ave., Nashville, Te , 37203.
Mr. Cothran, 70, Mayfie
ghway, Benton, died Sunday, Feb.
4, 2007, at 10:35 a.m. at
It University Medical Center,
Nashville, Tenn.
A retired school teach for the Marshall County Board of
Education with 31 years of
ice, he was a member of Benton First
United Methodist Church. Kentucky Colonel, he was h director of
Chester White Swine As iation.
Preceding him in dea were his parents, Guy Earl Cothran and
and two brothers, Earl Glenn Cothran
Magdalene Murray Co
and Andrew Jackson C
wife, Mrs. Jo Alice Love Cothran; two
Survivors include
Dallas, Texas, and William Mitchell
sons, Michael Love C
Cothran, Jackson,Te ,one sister, Mrs. Mary Lee Clark, Mayfield;
six brothers, Roy C$ran, Murray, Sherman Cothran, Louisville,
and Don Cothran, Jines D. Cothran, Ray Cothran and Robert
COthran, all of Bemot.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Lorene D. Madrey
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The funeral forldrs. Lorene D. Madrey was today (Wednesday)
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Gene
Burkeen officiateil. Burial was in the South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Churck Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
American Cancer Society, do Pat Latimer, P.O.
Box 1080, Murray, Ky.,42071.
Mrs. Madrey, 90, Farmington Hills, Mich.,
died Thursday, Feb. 1, 2007, at West Wind
Health Center, Commerce Township, Mich.
Her husband, John Madrey; one daughter,
Gloria Madrey; one sister, Hawteen Smith; and
one grandson, Jamie Madrey, all preceded her in
death. Born March 2, 1916, she was the daughter
of the late Van Fulton and Nettie Parker
Madrey
Fulton.
She was of Methodist faith.
Survivors include two sons, William(Max) Madrey, Farmington
Hills, and John Mackey, Waterford, Michigan; two daughters, Mrs.
Linda Palmer and husband, Don, Venus, Ha., and Mrs. Myma
Bessey and husband, Dale, Whitmore, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Carlene Dick, Michigan, and Mrs. Polly Hanaford, Arizona; one
brother, Willis Fulton, Paducah; five grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

Nowak returns to Texas;
will face attempted murder,
other charges in Florida
ORLANDO, Ha. (AP) Astronaut Lisa Nowak boarded
a plane Wednesday • to return
home to Texas, a day after being
charged with trying to murder
the woman she believed was her
romantic rival for a space shuttle
pilot's affections.
Nowak
walked
through
Orlando
International
Airport with
a jacket covering
her
head and a
police escort
as television
Nowak
cameras followed her. She was accompanied by chief astronaut Steve
Lindsey, who has said she would
return to Texas.
Nowak was charged with
attempted first-degree murder,
attempted kidnapping and three
other crimes Tuesday, all stemwhat police
ming from
described as a love triangle
involving a fellow astronaut. It
was a remarkable downfall for
Nowak, whose life seemed to be
on a perfect trajectory until a
few months ago.
She became an astronaut
after winning a series of Navy
service awards. She had flown
on the shuttle Discovery, and
was a mother of three children.
She said in a September interview with Ladies Home Journal
that her husband, Richard,
"works in Mission Control, so
he's part of the whole space
business, too. And supportive
also."
But there were signs that not
everything was right in her life.
In a NASA interview last
year, before her mission aboard

Discovery, she spoke about the
strain her career placed on her
family. She has twin 5-year-old
girls and a teenage son.
"It's a sacrifice for our own
personal time and our families
and the people around us," she
said. "But I do think it's worth it
because if you don't explore and
take risks and go do all these
things, then everything will stay
the same." '
In November, a neighbor
reported hearing the sounds of
dishes being thrown inside
Nowak's Houston-area home,
and the police came. And weeks
ago, Nowak and her husband
separated after 19 years.
The final unraveling came
this week after police arrested
her for allegedly trying to kidnap a woman she believed was
her rival for the affections of
astronaut William Oefelein.
"Perplexed is the word that
I'm sticking with," said astronaut Chris Ferguson, who
attended Nowak's bail hearing in
Orlando with Lindsey.
Police officers charged
Nowak with attempting to murder Colleen Shipman based on
weapons and other items found
with Nowak or in her car pepper spray, a BB-gun, a new steel
mallet, knife and rubber tubing.
Nowak posted $25,500 bail
Tuesday evening. A tracking
device was placed on her ankle
as a condition of her release, and
the judge ordered her to stay
away from Shipman.
Donald
lawyer,
Her
Lykkebak, took issue with the
most serious charges.
"In the imaginations of the
police officers, they extend
these facts out into areas where
the facts can't be supported,"
Lykkebak said.

Keep your record spotless and

KEEP YOUR MONEY
pocketed.
Drivers with unblemished records get excellent rates at Nationwide"

Helicopter goes down northwest
of Baghdad,fate of crew unknown
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A
Sea Knight helicopter went
down northwest of Baghdad
this morning, the military said,
the fifth helicopter lost in Iraq in
just over two weeks.
The CH-46 helicopter went
down about 20 miles northwest
of the capital, U.S. military
spokesman Maj. Gen. William
Caldwell said, but he declined to
comment on casualties.
"A quick reaction force is on
site and the investigation is
going on as we speak," he said
in Baghdad, without giving a
cause for the crash. "It would
probably be inappropriate for
me to'talk about whether or not
there are or are not casualties."
Caldwell also said the longawaited Baghdad security operation "is ongoing as we speak,"
a day after Iraqi Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki acknowledged
that the plan to pacify the violence-ridden capital had been
slow to start and had allowed
insurgents time to step up
attacks that have killed hundreds
of Iraqis in recent weeks.
The Iraqi officer who is leading the security drive, Lt. Gen.
Abboud Gambar, took over the
operation headquarters on
Monday, but there had been no
announcement until Wednesday
that the sweep, the third attempt
to crush violence in nine
months, had begun.
- "The implementation of the
prime minister's plan has
already begun and will be fully
implemented at a later date, having all the parts and pieces that
he wants," Caldwell said. "But
portions are already being put in
place, and we'll continue to put
more into place as the forces
arrive and the assets become
available."
President Bush is increasing
the number of U.S. troops in
Iraq by 21,500, including 17,500
for Baghdad, as part of the
efforts. But the series of helicopter crashes underscores the dangers facing U.S. troops as they
step up their presence in the
Baghdad area.
Witnesses said the helicopter
had been shot down in a field in
the Sheik Amir area northwest
of Baghdad, sending smoke rising from the scene, in a Sunnidominated area between the Taji
air base, 12 miles north of
Baghdad, and Karmah,50 miles
west of the capital.
"The helicopter was flying
and passed over us, then we
heard the firing of a missile,"
said Mohammad al-Janabi, a
farmer who was speaking less
than a half-mile from the wreckage. "The helicopter then turned
into a ball of fire. It flew in a circle twice, then it went down."
The helicopter went down
five days after a U.S. Army helicopter crashed in a hail of gunfire north of Baghdad, police
and witnesses said. The U.S.
command said two crew mem-

A U.S. Army Black Hawk helicopter flies over Baghdad's heavily fortified Green Zone Iraq. t',.
morning. The U.S. military said it was investigating reports that an aircraft went down Arlo
reports came five days after a U.S. Army helicopter crashed in a hail of 00, to itirt
Baghdad, - the fourth helicopter lost in Iraq in a two-week span.
as hundreds of ham. has c
been killed in bombings and
other violence in mccnt ss
At least I sPCI Illicitere titled
in attacks nationwide on
two
Wednesday. including
employees ot the got ernmentfunded Iraqi hiledia Nowtok iii
Baghdad and a female government official who was 41(4 to
death while she 11ils riding to
work vt MI her husband in the
northein city ot Mosul. Al Ma! kr acknint!edged 1 ne.day
that the Baghdad sc.uI Ith 1,ela
000 was oft to a slow qart, hut
he also reassured Iraqis that
security torces will list up to
their responsibilities. telling his
commanders they must not dis•
appoint those "who stand beside
us." Nest checkpoints were
erected anti increased vehicle
inspections and toot patrols
were reported in some neighborhoods = providing the main evidence so far that U.S. and Iraqi
forces were gearing up hit it
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Helicopter down
AU S CH-46 Sea Knight
helicopter went down northwest
of Baghdad on Wednesday the
fifth helicopter lost in Iraq in lust
over two weeks.

Crash site
TAN
Baghdad
IRAQ

SOURCE ESRI

- AP

hers were killed in that crash.
and the al-Qaida-affiliated group
the Islamic State of Iraq claimed
responsibility.
Three other helicopters also
have gone down since Jan. 20,
killing a total of 19 Americans _
14 troops and five civilian security contractors.
The twin-rotor CH-46 is used
by the Marines primarily as a
cargo and troop transport. and
can carry 25 combat-loaded
troops, according to the think
tank GlobalSecurity.org.
More American troops were
killed in combat in Iraq in the
past four months _ at least 334
through Jan. 31 _ than in any
comparable stretch since the war
began, according to an
Associated Press analysis' of
casualty records, as U.S. soldiers and Marines find themselves fighting more battles in
the streets of Baghdad, as well
as other cities.
The Iraqi government also
has faced increased pressure
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Angels Community Clinic
Open House will be Sunday
The open bane for Angels Community
Clinic, 1005 Polar St., Murray will be
Sunday from 1 o 3 p.m.(My apology for
the wrong day published in a headline
Monday.)
This will be b celebrate the seventh
anniversary of prdwiding free medical, prescription and denial services to qualified
uninsured working patients of Calloway
County.
Also honored will be all of the dedicatJo's
volunteers at the clinic and also at the
ed
Datebook
Attic which uies its funds to make
Angels
By Jo Burkeen
the clink project pmsible. Anyone interCommunity
ested in touring the dinic or to become a
Editor
volunteer is encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.

Art Guild plans workshop

Murray Art Guild will have a Basic ''ire Jewelry Tech-.
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GENEALOGICAL MEETING: Pictured at the January meeting of the Calloway County
Genealogical Society at Garden Gate Cafe were, from left, standing, Susan O'Neill, Martha
Outland, Tonya Murphy, Shirley Brown, Ruth Cole, seated, Clyde Tidwell, Carolyn Tidwell,
Linda Clark. Not pictured is Ray Clark. The next meeting will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. The program will emphasize research for families. Jean Murdock will discuss sources for births, deaths and marriages. Visitors are welcome

Adoption seminar planned at church
lei esa Filinon. dues tot ot
aggn,
.11rilerNifille
iii present a progrannlii
Adoplions- iiii
ssatintlas at 9 U.$ In at (den Wile Road

'huisli 01 Christ

Ii liii iii tt.is hecti as to, els
ins olsed iii hunianitaiian aid
tor orphans and assistiug with
. ii intetriational
,
lie rose
1991
adoption.

arli I-14: slejktiti. ahsiii
01 inter
the plot es, and

national adoptions, what God
wants us to do about orphans,
the set.% ices offered by Cornerstone Adoption and the children and what one can expect
Irotti them:- Filtrion said.
the seminar is tree and
open to anyone who has an

interest in international adoption.
!Almon is also the director
sit His Kids Too'. a charitable
orgamiation pros Kling aid to

orphans. She began working
internationally in 1991 and at
one time worked in nine countries. She now concentrates the
work to the Ukraine. Russia
and Albania.
She and her husband of 23
years. Rich, have live children.
'The whole family will spend
part ot the slimmer in Ukraine
working with children. Other
trips are made throughout the
year by either she or her husband.
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Woodmen of the World Lodges 592 and 728 will have a
Valentine banquet on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Harmon
Woodmen building on cf. Lowry Drive, Murray. This is for
all members of the lodges and their spouses.

MCCSA registration in progress
Registration for the Murray Calloway County Soccer Association spring season will be at the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St. Registration will be on Thursdays, Feb.
8 and IS, from 5 to 8 p.m. The season will start March 3
and end May 20.

MES committee will meet
Murray Elementary School Climate Committee will meet
today at 3 in the school library.
Photo provided

KAPPA DONATION: Members of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club, from
left Dorinda Craig Canta Boggess and Belinda Wallis, chair, presented a check for $2,000,
proceeds from the Kappa Department annual Tour of Homes. to Jimmie Joyce. right , coordinator for the Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
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4013 South 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-7665

Baptist Builders plan breakfast
Blood River Baptist Builders will have a breakfast Saturday
at 8 a.m at-the association office building, Hardin. All builders

and prospective builders are invited. Reservations must he made
by Thursday by calling 437-4203 or e-mail bloodnver@mchsi.com.

Youth group plans service
Youth Group of Goshen Tnnity Teens will have a baby sitting night on Feb. 14 with a charge of $10 for first child and
$5 for extra siblings on Valentine day. Feb. 14. from 5:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the community building at Goshen United Methodist
Church. Adult supervisors will be present. For the service call
293-8201.

Open Singing Thursday
Open Singing will be held Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
encouraged to attend.

United Way schedules 'Chairs, Etc.'

Gift- Cettificates
1 r Your Valentine
./o

•
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

ESSENTIAL DAY PA

The United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have
its annual -Chairs. Etc." auction on Saturday, Feb. 17, at the
Murray Country Club. A reception will start at 5:30 p.m. and
the auction will be at 7 p.m. Tickets are $20 per person with
all proceeds to benefit the agencies of the Murray-Calloway
County United Way. For more information call Peggy Billington, director at 753-0317 or e-mail www.mccunitedvvay.com.

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

of our yen -Nes'
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Woodmen banquet Thursday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5:45
in the school cafeteria. Fundraisers, work sessions and pre-season plans will be discussed. All persons interested in the Lady
Tiger softball programs at both MHS and MMS are invited
and encouraged to attend. For information call 293-5185.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
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MHS Fastpitch Club will meet

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday Irom 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church. located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
Featured this week will be For Heaven's Sake. The Victory
Men Quartet and Eddie Boone. There is no admission charge.
but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Patnck Lea at .761-2666.

liClh
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C loway County High School volleyball tea-ti will have a
e night at Backyard Burger today from 4 p.m to close.

Glory Bound event Friday
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Applications for the annual "Teacher of the Year" award are
now being accepted at Wal-Mart. This award is designed to
recognize teachers who have gone above and beyond normal•
expectations. Applications are available at the Wal-Mart customer service desk. They must be returned to Wal-Mat no later
than Feb. 23, 2007. The winner will receive a $1.000 grant
made payable to the school where they teach.
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C HS volleyball team plans promotion

Teacher of Year applications available
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niques from 10 a.m to noon on Saturday and again on Feb.
17 at the guild at 5(X) North Fourth St., Wray. Beverly Kiel/le will introduce participants to the basics of wire jewelry
with beads. Using basic jewelry making tools participants will
have the opportunity to create their own wearable art. For
information call 753-4059 or e-mail murraysrtgutldkrinurrayky.net.

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

rfa/pre
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Samed(Me of Afteenea's Fastest Growing Salons.
• 4,1r I are • Maysecle. twrafi-N • td.. ,a,,, •
•Pird tirrC • AlOrileithrfaLyy • RCON, voy,p,
An AVEDA Concept Salon

mon •Thurs 9-6, in 9-5, Sat 82
0

1307 tohnsor Blvd • mun-ay • 270 767 0760

•?•si:obo:OR,

Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 •1(800)291-4926

Sale Starts March 10 - March 17
Location: Sparks Elementary on
West Broadway In Mayfield
Now Offering To fag & Hang Your aothIng
Can by 2/17 To &mono Your Spot

For more Information 2704054813
9041.001IngtOtaikabaRaikidligiegilden111.011.06,4
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lionorRoll
Murray High School has
ieleased the names of students
listed on the tumor roll for the.
second semester of school as
t ollows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Kullen C. Balthrop, Emily
G. Benson, Cassidy
V.
Copeland, Jamie L. Courtney,
Allison D. Crawford, Sara E.
Darnell, Emily S. Denham,
Autumn R. Denton, William
G. Doran, Paul H. Gong,
Megluur C. Henry, Jeffrey Jon
Koren, Zachary L. Lambert,
Michael G. Mangold, Carly J.
Mathis, Alexandra N. Nance,
Michael B. Orr, Mark A. Stubblefield, Daniel Robert Thile,
Charles Dillon Ward and Chloe
Zirnmerer.
As and Bs
Claire C. Barnett, Megan
Glenna Belknap, Jordan M.
Benton, Hannah B. Boone, Ivan
F. Botero, Bailey E. Boyd,
Hannah L. Cochran, John R.
Cohoon, Faith Elizabeth Cooper, Sarah E. Crouch, Peiton J.
Demuth, Brock C. Downey,
Morgan E. Graham, Aneshia
N. Gray, Shelle L. Green. Timothy R. Greer, Will H. Hudson, Michael G. Hyatt,
Shelby A. Johnson, Selina
V. Lajeret, Ryan K. Miller.
Seth M. Parker-Bell, Tanner R.
Richerson, Shawn A. SchurFig. Melissa A. Shoulberg.
Corey J. Slaughter, Morgan E.
Steiner, Sarah K. Stevens, Aron
F. Sweeney. Jacob R. Thiede,
Erin E. Trevathan, Christina
A. Veach, Jacqueline Elizabeth
Villardo, Kathryn M. Wilson.
Chelcie K. Winchester and
Christopher A. Zimmerman.
10TH GRADE
All As
Alex M. Adams, Eric Tyler
Alvey. Dana R. Arneson. Jacob
D. Bell, Dylan Wayne Benningfield, Shelby L. Blalock,
Rachel Anne Bowman, Zachary
Charles Buck, Nicolas P. Burnett, Christin Gong, Brittany
M. Harpole, Nolan M. Jackson. Mason Christopher Manning, Rebecca V. Ray and Jessica M. Whybark.
All As and Bs
Ali M. Adams. Grant T.
Adams, Madelyn E. Basiak,
Katherine Marie Bloemer. Kaitlyn J. Carpenter, Jessica L.
Cook, Janay E. Coot. Jeffrey
B. Darnall, Abby C. Dowdy.
Alyssa F. Erickson, Anne R.
Ferguson, Erica L. Gallagher.
Rebecca C. Garth, Sarah E.
Garth, Seung Yeon Ha. Christian D. Hayes, Caitlin A. Herrington, Stephen J. Hjerpe,
Patrick G. Hughes. David 0.
Kuykendall,
Hyo Jae Lee, Sudan Naveen
Loganathan, Alexis D. Lowdermilk, April Y. McCreary.
Shaelea D. McKinney, Courtney B. Perry. Robert C. Puckett, Cody G. Rhew. Brooke L

All

baby sitchild and
5:30 to
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rvice call
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,ited and
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Salley, Chastin C. Sheppard,
Joseph C: Smith, Sydney A.
Smith, Tyler E. Spann, Lynley
A. Sullivan, James Keaton Tate,
Ethan C. Thomason, Keniesha
Marie Tuck, Nathan James Watson, Grace H. Wellinghurst,
Hayley Elizabeth Wright and
Scott H. York.
11TH GRADE
All As
Colin W, Capps, Luis
Cignonin, Bradley N. Cobb,
Brett J. Gibson, Haley J. Haverstock, Matthew
D. Parker,
Laken E. Peal, Logan B. Pierce,
Dorothy D. Ride,out, Chess R.
Volp, Caitlin M. Williams and
Callie L. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Kristin I. Addison, Trent H.
Beisel, Courtney T. Billington,
Sarah Lashae Brown, Mary K.
Burgess, Catherine R. Crass,
Madeah D. Daubert, Ashley
Nicole Edison, Whitley J.
Evans, Leslianne N. Gilson,
Wesley R. Huffer, Maria Sarah
James, Marvin Thomas Johnson, Michael Jo Mason. Julie
Marie Parish, Samuel D.
Richardson. Addie L. Rigsby,
Cody M. Seely, Jessica Michelle
Smith and Hope E. Travis.
12TH GRADE
All As
Tucker Bruce Adams, Jordan B. Belcher. Bradley R.
Black. James A. Campbell,
Shraddha Chakradhar, Sarah F.
Doran, Andew B. Fannin, Sarah
NI. Hines, Joshua C. Hyatt,
Angehque N. Jones, Darlene
F. Kipphut, Sarah E. Kuykendall, Blair E. Lane, Ashlee
Veronica Lehrmann, Margaet
P. Lollar. Alan Andrew Manning, Colleen E. McCoy,Amanda D. Peebles, Will M. Pitman, Alissa Hope Thomason,
Amy C. White, Daniel L. White.
Emily Rose Yancey and Yan
Yeung.
All As and Bs
Stephanie Nichole Addison,
Wesley A. Alexander, Robert
A. Ameson, Wesley S. Bolin,
Kathleen L. Brownson, Lana
A. Courtney. Jasmine B.
Crosier. Katherine R. DeCillo,
Toni C. Duffy, Alexandria M.
Farris, Amy L. Futrell, Sarah
K. Garrison, Alexandra D. Horrobin, Timothy A. Hutchens,
Kaeleigh M. Jones, Matthew
William
Jordan.
Braxton
Thomas Kemp,
Ezra F. Leslie, Dacia R.
Mansfield, Alycia C. McCreary,
Steve Blake McCuiston, Whitley E. McCuiston, Stephen K.
Montgomery. Anessa Brook
Ortner. Lauren Ashlee Oswalt,
Casey T. Parker-Bell, Meagan
R. Pember. Taylor M. Pierce,
Christopher L. Roberts. Chaney
Alexis Shaw, Oxden-Willows
Shearer, Savannah A. Smith.
Lauren Rebecca Taylor, Samantha S. Thurman. Madeline W.
Trevathan, Luke A. Welch and
Alexander W. Wellinghurst.

The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will
offer "CPR for the Professional. Rescuer"(CPR/PR) on Monday and Tuesday. Feb. 12 and
U. beginning at 5 p.m. daily.
The class will meet in the
conference room on the second floor of the George Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. The course is a
grerequisite for many" health
including univerlily students entering the nurstag program. The course fee
ti $60 which includes all books
atld materials. The chapter is
!tinning to utilize the new
sourse materials for the class,
refeased
the end of July.
.
.
• •Interested participants are
asked to pre-register prior to
ic class at the Red Cross
office in the Weaks Community Center during regular business hours from 8 a.m. to 4:30
1711., Monday through Thurs410. and from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Friday. For more information
call 753-1421.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jason Earl Johnson

Stanley and Walker

Amy Marie Green and Jason Earl Johnson were married
Saturday. Aug. 26, 2006, at St. Joseph Catholic Church. Mayfield.
Fr. Ken Mikulcik officiated at the ceremony. Music was by
Mary Ann Glover, Mayfield, organist, Kyle Howard, Farmington, pianist, and Cletus Murphy and Michelle Williams, both
of Mayfield, vocalists.
The bride is the daughter of Larry Wayne and Pamela Green
and the granddaughter of Jettie Lee Green, all of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Ms. Sue Johnson of Paducah and
the late Jessie Johnson.
LeeAnna Green and Stephanie Green, sisters of the bride,
both of Mayfield, were the maids of honor.
Bridesmaids were Jessica Lamb, Birmingham, Ala., Andrea
Mills, Nashville, Tenn., and Eileen Pence, Louisville.
Flower girls were Micheala and Kierstyn Johnson, daughters
of Eddie and Julie Johnson of Paducah.
Ryan Samsil ad Kevin McEwan. both of Paducah, were best
men.
Groomsmen wee Shawn Johnson, Paducah, Daniel Johnson,
Mobile, Ala., and Derrick Ramage, Louisville.
Ushers were Jared Comille, Louisville, and Daniel Whitaker. Jacksonville, Ha.
Ring bearer was Travis Tack, son of Drs. Brad and Lisa
Tack of Benton.
Presiding at the guest register was Amanda Johnson. Paducah.
A reception followed at the St. Joseph Parish Center, Mayfield.
Servers were Gloria Gregory, Farmington, Bonnie Henderson, Bardwell, Janie Williams, Milburn. and Belinda Toon.
Mayfield.
The bride is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High School,
Mayfield, a 2003 graduate of Murray State University and a
2006 graduate of the University of Kentucky Physician Assistant Program, Lexington. She is employed by Total Woman
OB/GYN of Louisville.
The groom is a 1997 graduate of Reidland High School,
Paducah, and a 2003 graduate of Murray State University. He
is employed as a production manager at First Omni Mortgage
Lending, Louisville.
The couple is now residing in Louisville.

Jerry and Ann Stanley of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Lynn Marie Stanley. to James Thomas Walker, son of Thomas L. and Marilyn
Wilson Walker ot Murray.
Miss Stanley is the granddaughter of Dorothy Stanley and
the late William Stanley of Central City, the late Helen Deatherage, most recently of Murray. and Walter Deatherage. Gras's
Lake. 111.
Mr. Walker is the grandson of Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt ul
Murray and the late H.W. (Stub) Wilson. and Minnie Lee
Churchill Walker of Brentwood. Tenn.. and the late Thomas 0.
Walker. His great-grandparents were the late Rev. Loyd and
Reba Wilson. Jasper D. and Grace Ahart, Ronald and Rebecca Churchill. and Robert and Virginia Walker.
The bride-elect is a 1993 graduate of Grayslake Community High School. Grays Lake, Ill. She is currently employed at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Day Care.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Murray High School.
and a 1998 graduate of Murray State University. He received
his MBA in 20095. He is currently employed as a staff accountant at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
The wedding will be Saturday. April 28. 2007. at 2 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist C'hurch. Hardin.
All relatives and triends are invited.

MSU Voice Faculty will
perform at benefit dinner
The Murray State University Department of Music will
present a special Valentire's
Day dinner and concert on the
theme, "With A Song in My
Heart." on Friday. Feb. 16. at
6:30 p.m. in the ballrooms of
the MSU Curris Center.
Performances during the
evening will feature favorites
from the musical theater and
operatic stage performed by
the MSU voice faculty and
urrent MSU voice majors.
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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The romantic Italian-themed
menu will include antipasti,
soup, a main course, dessert
and coffees.
All proceeds from the dinner will benefit scholarships
for voice majors at Murray
State. The $25 tickets are available in the office of the MSU
music department, 504 Fine
Arts, or by calling 809-4288.
The public is invited to
attend this evening of fun, food
and singing.

Margaret Welch - Feb. 5th
Sylvia Doors - Feb. 15th
la-mes Cohoon - Feb. 25th
Love
Love is a many splendored thing.
It makes me happy and makes me sing.
Love is like a dream come true,
Each day hearing "I love you."
Love is like two birds in a nest
Never losing it is the best.
Love is companionship. Sharing your sorrow.
Working together today and tomorrow.
Love is full of humor; it makes me laugh.
A hug from my children, a smile from the staff.
Trusting and peacetul, except when he's late!
All love comes from God.
We all know were His.
All over the world,
Love's the best there as!

Eicfessions.

BANQUET CENTER

LLC
926 South 12th . Bel-Air Center

PRIVATE PARTIES BANQUETS RECEPTIVS
107 South Fourth Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-9959
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

270.761.6800
CELL 270.227.2606
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FOR MORE INFO:
Stop by ZAX
across from the Bowling Alley
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'Love your heart
'Cardio Tennis' offers more
challenging aerobic workout
1:4R1110El=

By DANIEL YEE
Associated Press Writer
It looks
ATLANTA I AI')
II A/ / air
like lust another lentils workout
sometimes
That
doesn't
get your heart rate
as halls sail by and
up," said Michele Krause,
direc tly at pro instructor It
national Cardio Tennis director
Palaftiti
the
Tennis
Industry
But the plastic tones and the tor
rope ladder along either side tii. Association. "In Cardio Tennis,
a pro is controlling the activity,
the court suggest otherwise
rhis is -Cacho Tennis,- a glAblip you're hitting tons of balls ...
and you have a great ability to
lass that ()till-tines traditional
tenors oractrce with other stay in your heart-rate range for
the recommended period of
endurance-huilding e xelcise
( hi a recent brisk morning at time"
Organizers claim the workout
1%1C.A tennis court in
Atlanta's trend). Buckhead afters cardiovascular benefits
because all the activity in each
atri mitt duce tennis pl:o,
ers had a workout with PalatoiL workout allows participants to
a hauler pro tennis player troin ha their aerobic training Lone,
Palatiai. has trained which is between 65 percent and
Nies
other professionals. including K5 percent at their maximum
I S tennis champion John heart rate. The workout also
impros es a player's tennis game
Mc Enote
" because players get lots of tennis
-Did it
\lc Fairtie do this',
asks
-42 year -old
Caroline practice and tips on how to
"sIciaary during pre workout improve with instructors.
Cardio Tennis means more of
sarin stick he' and moving sidea "total body" workout than Just
in a circle with the group.
.hrauld iii'it is tennis alone or other activities
r
• '•Po.
such as running or cycling, said
ood
say s the 70-yeartod.o,'s pros. he Randy Braith. director of the an
old Palati
1,1‘ 1141%, e ,1(.1.:(:`, to personal exercise physiology lab at the
limner. to build their stamina.
University of Florida, who is not
involved in the Cardio Tennis
Ica
olle else. Cardio
!emirs pros ides similar benefits. program. Both upper and lower
Palati a. sass. be,.ause it uses body get a workout, he said.
"I can run a gazillion
7a.pec it a regular tennis work :ow
hitting balls
with loot- hut its hard." McCrary says
-Is ark eserci.e. designed 10 build during the 45-minute workout's
only down time --- when
kndat.11 II, e
Palafox exhausts his hall hopper
'nlike a regular game ot tenCardio tennis IS 10.1.:5(1 on and players break to pick them
ttles.. and le., on hitting great all up again.
"We look forward to picking
:Ana-hand. and baakhands. The
n Van] ha,I.Si NI orkout sites up the balls," Jokes Cam Fenton,
4S states. Puerto Ric it and 25 49. of Atlanta.
First. Palafox does stretching
It
started
in
':7Countries
f'Sepieinfier 20srs by the ICIIIIIs exercises with his group. Then
he hits three or four volleys to a
Iiidiisii
Assix_1,014)11 as a way 144
class member, who returns the
get inure pctople involved in
40%-dietves, then runs to the side of
sport Clireall, run from
4he court to do jumping e xercis520 per sesltn, depending
,-., ymcA es over the rungs of the rope lad
the club Patat,,,
der, or lootwork exercises
charges '510 tor members
When lower-skilled players around the plastic cones. Then
it's back to the volley line and
go tuit and play with one another they are not hitting many balls hitting balls again.
They work on their forehand
they are ,.thisuriF many halls
and backhand, lobs. baseline

shots and even close to the net.
A workout session usually
includes three sets of hitting
exercises, with two breaks of
picking up tennis balls in
between.
Fenton started taking Cardio
Tennis last summer and says she
can bum about 6(X) calories per
workout.
"I like to play tennis and try
to get cardio in everyday,"
Fenton said. "Your heart rate
jumps up huge because you're
running.-
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AP
Caroline McCrary. left, 42, of Atlanta returns balls to instructor Tony Palafox during a cardio
tennis workout at an Atlanta YMCA.
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AP
Instructor Tony Palafox. right, shows an exercise to Cam
Fenton. 49 of Atlanta during a cardio tennis workout at an
Atlanta YMCA
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Study: Healthy smiles
equals healthy kids
natintain_
I he 1114)14141k C
i2 good oral health should he J

candy and sugary foods, they
will he at risk for cavities, so the
in tartly in eNer\tMe's lite, how miportance of parental guidance
t'% Cr I Chrtiar4 iS a special time
in oral care will limit occurh !,C.11 &kilt MCC' ill placing rences at tooth decay "
great emphasis on children'
Maintaining good oral health
oral health
is also dependent on a child's
I (+mar!,'s
National diet. Parents should limit their
fulthen s Dental Health Month child's intake of sweets, sticky
CS sts 01 edus.ne parents how to foods and between-meal snacks.
lx'st• arc Ion children's teeth and Instead getting a child in the
when they should begin oral habit of eating snacks such as
health routines as well as child- fruits, vegetables or cheese and
hood dental problems that can crackers proves a better option
arise it proper care is not taken
in order to avoid dental probA common question asked is lems such as cavities.
at what age do parents need to
"C'avities are the most comtend to their child's oral health
mon dental problem young kids
e J t.hiids t irst tooth face." added Maesaka. "Cavities
Ix-comes visible, parents should are small is
Isales that form In the
begin cleaning the tooth every teeth
plaque a bacteriaday,hy gently wiping with a containing substance sticks to
clean damp cloth As soon as the teeth, therefore eating away.
other teeth start to emerge, a at the enamel. A child may be at
small, soft toothbrush should be risk for cavities if he or she eats
used, however toothpaste need or drinks sugary substances
not he used until the child reach- often, has white or brown spots
on their teeth, was born premaes pirr boo' age
Once a child is at the age to turely or at a low birth weight or
accomplish tasks on their own, lacks regular dental visits.
Regular dental visits are also
it is the parents' ph to teach and
make sure their children are vital in maintaining a child's
brushing correctly at least twice oral health. Regular visits to the
dentist's office should be made
a day
"From an early age. it is very twice a year and start around a
important for parents to estab- child's first ilirthday.
For more information on
lish routine oral care for their
,hildren... said Cliff Maesaka, children's oral health, contact
president of Delta Dental of Delta Dental at 1-800-423-2184
Kentuckv "Since kids love or visit www.ckhadenta.kv.com.
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Ad Notice
AS real estate adverteed herein it submit to the Federal Far
illegal
to
advertise
any peterwhich
makes
it
Housing Act
ence limitation or datmouresbuo based on race, color, reliorigin of
or
national
familial
status
gion. sex, handicap,
intention to make arty such preterences. Imitates* or deennunation
State laws forbid chscnouriabon ut the sale, rental or advertising of real estate based on tailors in addition to thee protected under federal law
We Will knowingly accept am alienating for real estate
which is not in yanon of the Law All persons are hereby
mionord that all dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity base
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Lend For Rent or Lease

REPUBLIC BANK tit TRUST COMPANY

Lepel
Notice

Police

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00300

PLAINTIFF,

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST
COMPANY,AS TRUSTEE FOR THE PALM!
TRUST SERIES 2005-AR1

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
VS NOTICE OF SALE
RUBENER THARPE TEAGUE, a/k/a RUBENER TEAGUE
PURCHASE AREA HOUSING CORPORATION,
REGINALD KENDALL,CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCA CITY OF HAZEL. UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT BEING THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
RUBENER THARPE TEAGLTE, ailua RITBENER TEAGUE,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS BEING THE UNKNOWN
TENANTS OF 203 5TH STREET, HAZEL, KY, IF ANY

DARLA JOHNSON,akia DARLA K JOHNSON
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF DARLA JOHNSON.
alla DARLA K JOHNSON.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 9, 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer foesale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, February 16, 2007, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 203 Fifth Street, Hazel, KY
42049. and more particularly described as follows to wit
A strip 73 feet off of the North end of the hereinafter described property to-wit
being a part of Lot A and Lot B as shown by plat of the Neely and Wilson extension of the City of Hazel, recorded on January 16, 1946, in Deed Book 81, Page
127, in Calloway County Clerk's office, and further described by commencing at
a stake on corner of Gilbert Street and Wilson Avenue, thence, east with the
north edge of Gilbert Street Ext. 11050 one hundred five feet to E.G. Russell's
southwest corner; thence north with Russell's line (1451 one hundred forty-five
feet; thence west (105) one hundred five feet to Wilson Avenue. thence South
with east margin of Wilson Avenue 1145t one hundred forty-five feet to the beginning corner
Property hereinabove conveyed is 73 feet wide on Wilson Street and is 105 feet
deep.
Being the same property acquired by Rubener Tharpe Teague by the Last Will
and Testament of Meter Leffler Cravens. of record in Bok 399, Page 396, in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court 101eter Leffler Cravena
obtained title by deed dated November 29, 1968, of record in Book 138, Page 260,
and by surviving her husband, Frank B. Leffler, who deceased on May 10. 1974.1
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
full within thirty 30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
30) days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
current year ad valorem taxes
This 23rd day of January, 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 12, 2006, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for gale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, February 16, 2007, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1702 Main Street, Murray,
KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows to wit
TRACT Beginning at an iron stake, which is the southeast corner of the property presently owned by this Grantor which said point is 270 feet from the south
edge of Farmer Avenue in Murray, Kentucky; thence north and along said
Grantor's East boundary line 69 feet and 10 inches to a corner fence post, thence
west parallel with Fanner Avenue 69-1/2 feet and along said fence line to a post
in the west property line of this Grantor, thence south with said westerly property line to an iron rod or post which is the southwest corner of Grantor's property:
thence in a northeasterly direction 69-1/2 feet to an iron post, the point of beginning.
TRACT IL Beginning at an iron stake on the southwest corner of the Don
Shelton lot and on the north edge of West Main Street; thence in a westerly
direction with the north edge of Main Street 131.3 feet to an iron stake, the
southeast corner of the Millie Roger's' lot; thence in a northerly direction 279.4
feet to an iron stake, the northeast corner of the Millie Rogers' lot, thence in an
easterly direction 72.5 feet to an iron stake, the southwest corner of the Laura
Rogers' lot; thence in an easterly direction with Laura Rogers' line 160 feet to an
iron stake, the southeast corner of the Laura Rogers' lot and the west edge of
North 17th Street; thence south with the west side of 17th Street 54 feet to an
iron stake, thence west 90 feet to an iron stake; thence south 13 feet to an iron
stake; thence west 10 feet to a stake, thence south 214.7 feet with the Don
Shelton lot, to the southwest corner of the Don Shelton lot, the point of beginning

REGIONS BANK, Successor in
Interest to Union Planters Bank. N
fiCLIVa Peoples First National Bank & Trust Company
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 9. 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, February 16, 2007, at the hour of
10-00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 847 Ridge Road, Hamlin. KY
42076. and more particularly described as follows to wit
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The above identified kite are transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenant& restrictions, eaeements, reservations and all other exceptions and
covenants running with said land and as stated and shown on the plat which is
of record in Plat Book No 2 on Page No 43 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
Being the same property conveyed from Curtis F Butcher, et ox dated June 27,
1997 of record in Book 260, Page 464, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned real estate is indivisible and cannot be divided without
materially impairing its value and shall be sold on • cash or credit basis of 30
days. but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall he required to execute
bond with good security for the purchase price, said bond bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall be sold 'abject to the cur•
viiinnim taxes

This 2.3rd day of January, 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Mailer COR1111111.810TIPT
Calloway Circuit Court

P.O. Box 310-126,
Paris, TN 38242

PURCHASE FORD
is seeking 2 success oriented individuals who want to be part of a winning
team. Sales experience preferred, but
will train if you have the right skills.
to
Excellent opportunity
S50,000+ a year plus benefits.

earn

Call for an appointment —
serious inquiries only!
(Ask for AI or Ron)

(270) 247-9300

020
Nabs

ET THIS 1X1
FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
753-1916
THE Murray Ledge( &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Lost sad Found
LOST: coon dog. White
with brown spots and
ears. Wearing red collar, Missing hind leg.
Family pet
Name:
Molly. Lost in Almo &
Dexter Bottom area
759-8281, 978-2701
160
Nip WIntal
Horne
ALLIED
Capital
Mortgage
Corporation is growing. We are seeking an
loan
experienced
processor. Salary plus
commission
Please
mail resume with salary
history and employment references to:
Manager, P.O. Box
KY
Murray.
287,
42071. EOE

Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up on application at

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
PLEASE N
Responsible persons to provide Relief Provider
Developmental ly
for
Services
in
Retarded
adults
Disabled/Mentally
area
and Graves County
McCracken
Applicants must he 21 years old with HS diploma/GED. Background check required. Send
resumelapplication to: Terry Hudspeth, Chief'
Operations Officer. Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001

060

PLAINTIFF,

Lot No 1 and Lot No 2 in Unit No 1 of the Keruana Scenic Valley Subdivision
as ehown on the plat of the same which is of record in Plat Book No 2, Page No
43. In the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Please forward resume.
credentials and references to

Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
'Minimal Hours 'Monthly Pay

The aforementioned real estate is indivisible and cannot be divided without
materially impairing its value and shall be sold as a whole. Further, the aforementioned property shall be Bold on a cash or credit basis of 60 days, but if sold
on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the comrrussioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in full
within sixth 60: days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12°F per
annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and payable in sixty days.
A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the current year

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for qualified persons
who would like to
become a Certified
Nursing Assistant. For
a rewarding career in
the nursing profession
apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE No phone
calls please,

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certified
Nursing Assistants
We offer competitive
wages arid an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust Me place
for you!
APO/ at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is now
seeking a PT maintetechnician
nance
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and Janitorial
services. Competitive
benefits
package
included Pre-employment drug and background
screening
Equal
required.
Opportunity Employer.
Send
resumes
to
Murray@ placeproperttes.com.
NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR

Being the same property conveyed to Darla K Johnson by virtue of a deed dated
September 15. 2003, of record in Book 517 Page 187 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court

This 23rd day of January, 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

Immediate opening for an
orthopaedic surgical
technician to assist in a
very busy orthopaedic
practice. Job requirements
would include first and
second assisting in
surgery, surgery scheduling
and assisting in office
procedures. The candidate
should have a knowledge of
sterile technique and
experience
in surgical assisting.

IMMEDIATE OPENING

VS NOTICE OF SALE
JOE H. MCKENDREE,
KATHY L MCKENDREE. and
CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES,INC.

Hog Wanted

Subject to any and all easements, restrictions, conditions, and legal highways of
record and/or in existence

ad valorem taxes.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00241

VISA

060

010
Lepel
Polka

1.0011
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00425
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Fenn Equipment
Herm Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax:7g3-192-
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Murray Ledger & Times Fair Howriag

ADJUSTMENTS

EOE

C.N.A.
Full-time,6AM-2PM,good v.°dung conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. ,Appl), in person at:
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive

Progressive nursing
home management
company seeks
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligible) administrator for Puryear.
Tennessee facility.
Existing facility is
being replaced with
new, modern senior
housing campus ground already
broken. Exceilent pay
and benefits including
health, dental and
401(k) available.
Please fax resume to:
(636) 536-4533 or
send to: Arbor Health
Care, 1795 Clarkson
Road, Suite 200,
Chesterfield, MO
63017. EOE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position Part-time RN,
We otter competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 E0EAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED
No Overnight Travel

Salary - Bonuses
Insurance & More
Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentucky.
Fax resume to
Paducah Office.

1-270-415-4406

EOE
DRIVERS: CDL-A
Take your assigned
truck home! Paid cell
phone, pre-pass &
benefits. Weekly settlements. W.T.X.
Jackson, TN. Ron
1-800-552-2314
Ext.-205
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
FT billing clerk for medoffice.
ical
Coding/billing experience required Send
resume with references
to. P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray. KY 42071.

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
NUTRITION/WEIGHT
management consultant Knowledge preferred Training providContact Sandy
ed
ext.
800-211-1202
8570

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916
Jill Stephens

Julie Brown

CLEANING houses is
my
business, Call
Linda H. 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do Residential or businesses. References
available. Call the sisters 731-498-6404.
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services
753-3802
FUN, loving nanny
needed for one year
old. Noon to five,
Tuesday and Thursday.
In our home only
436-2799 for interview.
MSU masters student
offering house
pet.
and babysitling and
tudonng
(217)821-6528

REL.
FLOWER shop Inver
fixtures
&
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294

tory

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • VSednesday, February 7, 2007

Murray Ledger & Times

n

um Cared

blob
MDIA COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3558
110
Want to Bey
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-363J
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 121h,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condi!loners.
baseboard
,
eaters Used carpetcg 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks
(-all Larry 753-3633
W ASTE oil wanted
drum exchange
Miller D Farms LLC
/0)436-2215
150
Articles
For Salo
i,. Cougar. V-8, tach
'.or fool new trans,ission AC tires
ai)ted $2.575 080
Washer 753-4109
prom
l'..tNDERELLA
losses 1 size 4 yel
1 size 8 blue $150
ich 270-492-8614

[121Ftwx°

FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered
436-2619
FIREWOOD for saie
U-Haul, $40 a rick
759-1309

1995 16x80 3BR 28A
Must
be
moved
$16,000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
1 ) 60x28 ft. doublewide. (1) 76x 16 singlewele Call
(270) 293-5914
28R in Stella with
carport,
attached
washer dryer, stove,
refrigerator and sofa
bed Call 753-9441 or
210-8464
2BR on
1/2 acre
fenced in lot 3-1.2
miles
from
town
$11 500 753-6012
MUST sell, 16x80 on 1
acre lot Will do land
contract Call
270-227-4810

I NCLOSED trailer
'.14 ramp door
t '50 753 1816
FREE
DISH Network 4 room
system
Satellite
Americo s Toy)60 char,
if)f
only
neis
$1994 me Get your
, Noce
HBO
or
Cinema. Stan
Showhme FREE for 3
r loans FREE DVR or
HD pgrade Beasley
Antenna
Satellite
-'90901
HO Televisions
Olympic
P',11a Murray to see
,iir large selection of
•fl)
Televisions
0losrra LCD DLP &
(UR is
Brands
by
1i,seiba
Sony LG
/emir, & ali/C We also
r)ave a drge selection
entertainment cen
ters &
TV
carts
(Teasley TV 759-090'
PLAYSTATION 1 8 2
GAMES Now sold:trod
ant at Wood Electronics
.,r1 the Court Square
Huge Selection Great
Prees, 753-0530
TICKETS to National
arm Machinery Show
nantor pull in t ouisville
ic 'r
2 tickets for
Wednesday Thursday
arid Saturday after
u000 4362108

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,900 OBO
Paid S6,799
489-2145

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On

Provincia
FRENCH
dining set table, six
chairs, china cabinet,
side server, $600. Oak
kitchen set: table. S4X
chairs, hutch, side
server, $450 36- Sony
flatscreen, $400
753-5310

el

(270) 753-1713
WHIRLPOOL glass top
.anqe White
,elio't
condition
ritutke ia.ien and
Mer
element 6
Clear and
1 S150

SUBSCRIBE
[MAY!
753-1916

NEW models are here,
All 2006 models must
go,'Get a great deal on
your new home today,'
731-584-9109
NEW
Year's
Celebration ii 38R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 V4 a c 1'
731-584-4926
YOUR tax refund gets
your
new
you in
homew New & preowned
models
to
choose fromi,
731-584-9429

NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
SOUTH Hazel
14030 3BR 2BA
492-852E

TN

Bob* Horns Lots For Rent
$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
320

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR IBA 1-12 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit No pets
References required
/59-0632 after 5
1BR near MSU other
locations available
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex nice
C4-I A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex 1304
Valleyw000 $400
month 759-9920 or
293-1446
A
2BR near MSU.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

48R 2BA, all appliances central HA Ask
about move-in free
Coleman RE
days
753-9898

Calloway (;arden/E.ssex Downs
.kpartments
ho.c • Morris. KN -120- I

270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
Me and Ivo, Bedroom .Apartmeni.
( eel nit Heat And Air
Apelly Anon.

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on
income Mobility
impairment accessible
Phone. 492-8721 Mon
& Thurs 10-12am.
TOD No. 1-800-6486056 Equal Housing
Opportunity.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 Of 753-7536

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8. 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mon-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1.2 miles from
downtown,
2,388
square feet, 803 acre
tot Formerly Red Oaks
Bndles to Britches Call
753-5856. cell
293-7127

11 I. Hi 1 Hot sis
%its Location.
111) l'ondition
(*ash or 'I crisis
Call 761-110NIE
(4663)

Prop. For Reit

mile of
35 Acres w
rd front on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 8 7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120
for details

)ric .inti two hestroorn apartments mailable
/
4hed Water, sewer, trash,
NII 411011/Ile% fIllnl1
and .able TN' ins luded in rent Secunty
deposit regurred One sear lease NO PETS'

270-767-9111
v.,..murraykyapartments.corn

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HIRE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-6668.

PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N 4th St
Across from Judicial
Building Two offices,
wading room, full bath
and shower Public
and private entrances
Covered parking
space Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month Otis utilities
759-3954

UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
330
Rooms For Rant
SLEEPING room $150
per month References
required 767-9037

Retail,office
space
University Square Hwy
641 Twelfth Street
Approx 1.300 sq ft
270-753-1498 X 110
Pets & Supplies

2BR house. lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109

7 year old male Brittany
bird dog Good broke
dog and 7 month old
female Pointer Cheap'
435-4041

2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046,
436-5258

AKC Siberian Husky 6
month old female.
$250 270-436-2537

28R. stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up.
C.11/A $550 month 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174

BORDER Collie puppies for sale 9 weeks
old
All shots and
wormings Good work
ing parents 4 males 1
female $125 each
436-2007

38R 2BA All app ,
C/H/A, 3 miles north
753-7903. 227-5173

WANTED
HUNTING LAND
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
12701978-1172

731-247-5422

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

ADAMS ELECTRIC
Limited & Insured
•Raiklaidal
•Commexcial
•Industrial •Renaockl
Call Dale Adams

NEW Construction to
be completed by March
1st 38R 2BA large
family room master
bath has whirlpool and
separate shower, eat In
kitchen, covered front
porch 1.728 sq living
feet Pella windows
laminate and carpel
floonng 2 car garage
TimberTralls subdivision off Robertson Rd
S 293-0139

DOG Obedience
436-2858

IN Murray, 2 bedrooms, stove, refrigerator, garage, no pets,
deposit 762-0767

BOER goats 2 nanny'
goats and 3 billy-goats
Brown & white
489-2534

Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

HORSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514-3632

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell 1270) 293-4183
a m 40m MF

NEW 15" black western
show saddle w tack
$300 270-293-4452

511 1,( RI S

Check us out
on the web!

-liSS It road

753-Mill • 753-9132

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Valierrtine

2005 Vino Scooter
<-3.000 miles $1,100
227-5759
Woe Cars
Cheap Cars
.86 Satan $800 00
•96 Lumina $2.900
•97 Grand-Am $3.900
.92 LaSabre Iret 80k
$3.900
Jenkins Auto Sale
(270)227-5997
PARKED cars. '95 Ford
Windstar, good engine
and transmission, front
end
wrecked
'92
Acclaim,
Plymouth
good body & interior
running engine. need'
work 270-293-5820
ESTATE Sale, Sharp
2005 Dodge Ram 1500
SLT Quad cab truck
4 7L V8, power seat
mirrors, windows an,:
locks Priced to sell
$18,000. 753-6660
2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles,

$21.000
(270)205-5752
2000 Toyota Camry, 6cylinder. 84,000 miles
$7,000 Call
12701210-5994
92 Ford Probe, blue,
air, auto, leather
293-8883

SpecicTIV

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!
Feb. 10, 2007 • 10ANII-3PN1
Ellisrintii• 117'630 Ellis Drive
JEWELRY. CRAFTS & BAKE SALE
Presenting 4 new Jewell:), designers with a large
selection ol necklaces, bracelets, and camngs
Spei ;al design orders ai eepted
Crafts - mirrors. birdhouses, decorative pillows and tote bags plus many other items
Baked goods by some of the best cooks around:
iLoulues and Lao

I currentty have 3 clients wishing to'
purchase a small farm If you have a
home in Calloway County with 5 acres
or more and are wishing to sell, please
call Judy Denton with Grey's
Properties, LLC.

270-293-5221

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo 12701753-9372
or (270)753-0353

BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile
293-9340

Call 761 -4;;s
ask for kri,toi.

1988 Chevy pickup 12
on, short wheel base
4 3L V6 one owner
very good condition
with topper Call
270-759-3073

Visa & MasierCara Acceolea

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrties.

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 am .5 fl
Mon • Fri
To place your
ad call

753-1916

C
i P=
S
114
111

FSBO
4 BR, 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

We will bus s our
house i ir take us en
sour payments

David Gelignore. Cvmer

lealune roots.
We do it ill.

38R 1BA 1626 Mille
Ave $92.000
767-9852 or 753-2556

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Hams For Salo

David's
Home
Improvement

AFFORDA611
[Ionic Repair

1270)293-8192

WANTED HOUSES WITH LAND
014/1.owners. 1.1.1.:

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amend
ed, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation
or discrimination based
on race, coke, religion
sex, or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
informed
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis "

[Elat.cfted

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks. floor repair &
coverings, siding
FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
lcrobertson@wk.net
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

G&T Homebuilders
It Nose Itepoos *editions
Drywall/. flwafipa, Deli, Siang
PfISSVfl, %Shill a hies

HALL'S WASTE
MANACFMENT
• weekly a. special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
Small elcstrkal
plumbing,. carperni,
yard ssi,rk
scow,
7534344 • 227-.444

N1000011011 Blur

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Feb. 8, 2007:

for

Your imagination and spirit
know no limits. You express
yourself in a novel and dynamic

manner. Others appreciate and
want your feedback. Let your
imagination flourish, and ingeresourcefulness
and
nuity
nicknames.
your
become
Recognize that you can accomplish nearly anything, especially
if you are willing to take responsibility. With wise decisions.
your.career will flourish, as well
as your finances. If you are single, you certainly don't need to
be alone. Be willing to broaden
your horizons and meet new
people. New friends might introduce you to that special someone. If you are attached, your
bond will grow with your care
and attention. Share more, and
the relationship will beccme
warmer. SCORPIO pushes you
into the limelight.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:

I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your emphasis changes
as the day becomes older. You
see a situation differently
because of feedback from others. Your ability to understand
comes from within. You have a
unique perspective if you tune in
to your creativity. Tonight:
Brainstorm with a special pal.
Great ideas head in your direction.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others certainly dominate and run the show.
Someone you respect comes up
with a different point of view. Try
to absorb this person's perspective. You could be uptight about
a personal matter. Discussing it
with another person will open
doors. Tonight. Go along with
another's choices.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Pace yourself. Truth be
told, you can only be in one
place at a time. You might have
difficulty making a strong decision just yet. Get more facts. In
fact, someone enriches your
knowledge with new insight.
Plug into one perspective at a
time. Tonight: Do only what you
must.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your imagination fills
in the gaps, which might make a
situation touchy or difficult. How
you view someone and the
choices you make could be
quite different as a result. Still,
you might want to verify and test
out your thoughts. Tonight: Fun
and games.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You want to move forward and touch base with others. You hit basics and come to
a new level of understanding.

Others illuminate your perspective. In fact, their imagination
might take you aback. Think
making
before
carefully
assumptions. Tonight- Happy at
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to talk
up a storm or handle a matter
differently. Energy, insight and
creativity mix, taking you to a
new level of understanding. Ask
questions, and you'll finally get
answers that make sense.
Tonight: Visit with a pal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your expenses or budget
could be at nsk. You also might
not see a situation as it is.
Distorting information could
cause more problems than you
might imagine. Take a hard
dose of reality when dealing
with money. Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your personality helps
someone reveal more of what
he or she might be thinking.
Creativity emerges and takes
you in a new direction. A wellspring of ideas emerges from
out of nowhere. Your instincts
guide you financially. Tonight:
Happy as can be.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Read between the lines.
Your instincts come forward and
help you. Communication stars.
You see someone in a different
light. Brainstorm and share
away. Consider your options.
You have evon more than you
are aware of. Tonight: Get some
extra R and R.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might need to take
a new perspective or do something differently. Honor who you
are and what needs to happen.
You could be overwhelmed by
your feelings and choices. Stay
on a pre-ordained course.
Tonight: Where people are.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Add your dynamic ideas
to the pile, and a great new venture, project or happening will
emerge. Laugh and relax with
those you trust. A friend sheds
light on what you might not have
understood up till now. Tonight:
In the limelight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** If you detach rather
than get involved, you'll get better results. You might be overtired or pushed beyond your limits. Laugh and relax with a friend
or someone you trust. What
stems from brainstorming might
be quite dynamic. Tonight: Rent
a movie. Do something different.
BORN TODAY

Actor James Dean (1931), TV
journalist Ted Koppel (1940),
author John Gnsham (1955)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
.Carpets -Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

pric"IKIr
:FrAApaiet

Murray

LASER (270)761-4999
Center

1625 Higinz 121 North
entwAy

k 555 1 .1101 PI I

4:011,
1111..
& •Cf% C iitl
lit & 111•111Cti
esp
s•ss.

ROOF
LEAKING?
Cal( a
professional
435-4645

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

CaN 753-1816
or 277-0611
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I

SEMI-RETIRED carpenter Small lobs welcomed R L Woods
753-9440

WE SERVICE
All Mop Applion
and Most Iharniono

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
11711 7t11 711

Abby is a labracior retriever/shepherd

laws: is labrador retriever/shepherr

mix. 5 months old, female

mix male, S months old

SHELTER HOURS: MON4110. 111141.1-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For mon,information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter k
at (270)759-4141

k Times

Murray Ledger & Times
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10 years ago
Published is a picture showing the construction going on in
spite of the recent wet weather
at the Murray State University
Regional Special Events- Center,
a $21.65 million structure. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Robin and Tony Thomas and
a boy to Melody and Greg Brant,
Jan. 31; a boy to Rosemary and
Rickey Houser, Feb. 2; a boy to
Traci and David Henry and a boy
to Vicky and Martin Searing, Feb.
2.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Downer
will be married 50 years Feb. 11.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Leiters lost 50-39 to
Mayfield Cardinals with Austin
Wyatt high scorer for the Lakers;
Murray Tigers won 78-43 and
Lady Tigers won 78-43 over teams
of Christian Fellowship with Aaron
Howard and Becky Greene as
high scorers for the Tigers.
20 years ago
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams and Calloway County
Deputy Sheriff Dan Bazzell were
speakers at the "Preacher Appreciation Night" meeting of the Murray Civitan Club.
Published is a picture of Kerry
Garner, Kuttawa native, who will
be one of the soloists for the production of Campus Lights at Murray State University. One of Garner's songs will be "Singin' in
the Rain."
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores
will be married 65 years Feb. 11.
Births reported include a girl
to Patsy and Paul Thom, a boy
to Kimberly and Duane Winnings
and a boy to Ruth and Jackie
West, Feb. 4.
30 years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech Team won first place

sweepstakes honors at the ninth
annual Nathan B Stubblefield
Speech Tournament held at Murray High School
A barn, owned by Joe Belcher on Ky. 94 East, was destroyed
by fire yesterday. Calloway County Fire-Rescue answered the call.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Darnell were
married for 61 years Feb. 6.
Murray State University Racers won 89-81 over Eastern Kentucky University Colonels in a
basketball game. High scorer for
Murray was Grover Woolard.
40 years ago .
011ie Barnett, reporter for the
Murray Tobacco Market, reported
an average of $39.60 per hundred weight in the sale of dark
fired tobacco on the four Murray
loose leaf floors, Doran's, Farris,
Growers and Planters.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Payne,
Dec. 29, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Burkeen, Jan. 26.
Emma Sue Hutson presented
two of her readings, titled "Confessions of Mrs. Smith" and another of a husband taking the first
trip with his wife, at a meeting
of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
50 years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
returned 10indictments in its report
to Circuit Judge H.H. Lovett during the current session of Calloway County Circuit Court.
A number of Boy Scouts were
special guests of the Murray Rotary
Club at a meeting held at the
Murray Woman's Club house. This
was in part of the observance of
Boy Scout Week.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Jones, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Beaver
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robbie Brandon.

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman dating student analyst
is ready to get off his couch
DEAR ABBY: I have been
out of the dating scene for a
while. I was divorced nine years
ago. My children are 27, 19,
16 and 17. My oldest two are
married; the other two are Still
at home.
1 recently started dating a
guy who is
studying to
become
a
psychiatrist,
and he constantly evaluates everything I say - including
small
talk
about
my
Dear Abby children.
How can I
stop
him
By Abigail
without
Van Buren
upsetting
him over his true passion? Not
every conversation has an undercurrent. Sometimes I just want
to chat, but he will start asking me questions, and I think I
tell him too much because he
then picks apart everything 1
say.
I try to be honest in this
relationship, but I have shut up
about some things because I
don't need him evaluating my
past relationships, how I reared
my kids, etc. At my age. I really don't have that kind of couch
time. We can't even have sex
without him analyzing my feelings. I have been alone awhile,
but isn't this a bit too much for
the psyche? -- USUALLY JOYFUL IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR USUALLY JOYFUL:
Your boyfriend's entry into the
study of human behavior must

Todaylnilistorg
the American Union takes place."
In 1904, a fire began in Baltimore that raged for about 30 hours
and destroyed more than 1,500
buildings.
In 1906, Pu Yi, the last emperor of China, was born in Beijing.
In 1936, President Franklin
Roosevelt authorized a flag for
the office of the vice president.
In 1943, the government
announced the start of shoe
rationing, limiting consumers to
buying three pairs per person for

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 7.
the 38th day of 2007. There are
327 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 7. 1812,author Charles
Dickens was born in Portsmouth,
England.
On this date:
In 1861, the general council
of the Choctaw Indian nation adopted a resolution declaring allegiance with the South "in the
event a permanent dissolution of
Ul 1E_

E3

E3

Ei

the remainder of the year.
In 1964. The Beatles began
their first American tour as they
arrived at New York's John F.
Kennedy International Airport.
In 1984,space shuttle astronauts
Bruce McCandless the Second and
Robert L. Stewart went on the
first untethered space walk.
In 1986, the Philippines held
a presidential election marred by
charges of fraud against the incumbent, Ferdinand E. Marcos.
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Pump might help
erectile dysfunction

be very recent, or he would
realize how obnoxious it is when
he does what he is doing. The
next time he starts analyzing
you, remind him that he isn't
licensed to practice yet -- and
tell him that sometimes a cigar
is just a cigar. If someone doesn't get that message across to
him, I predict that you will be
only the first of many to run
from this aspiring shrink.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My
husband is 62 and healthy
except for an enlarged prostate,
and he is not overweighi His
main problem is that he has
a very low sex drive, and he
cannot obtain an erection. He
has tried all
the
oral
drugs on the
market, but
they do not
IMO
do anything
DEAR ABBY: I am a stuthat
lasts
dent who recently moved into
more than a
a townhouse with three other
few
sechousemates. My question cononds. The
cerns etiquette when giving
someone a "tour."
Dr. Gott injections
you
give
My good friend "Amy" came
yourself creover, but I did not feel comBy
some
fortable showing her my houseDr. Peter Gott ate
response but
mates' rooms, even though they
are still not natural. He has
weren't home. But Amy walked
seen four urologists, but they
right on into their rooms anyhave no answers, either. Is
way, even opening their closthere another direction to purets! When we went into the
kitchen, she opened every cupsue, or is this just hopeless?
board and the refrigerator, even
DEAR READER: Your
removing food items to get a
husband is rapidly exhausting
better look.
his therapeutic options. I
I was shocked by Amy's
believe that the next step would
behavior and thought it was very
be a vacuum pump that forces
inappropriate. Was I overreactblood into the penile tissues
ing? By giving her the tour, did
and keeps it there until orgasm.
I invite her to inspect the entire
One of his urologists can advise
house? In the future, I'd like to
you about the technique and
avoid this situation with other
should be able to prescribe the
friends. What should I say? -device if your husband wants
INVADED IN THE NORTH
it.
REAR INVADED: You did
To give you related infornot (overreact. Your friend Amy
mation,
I am sending you a
is both nosy and nervy. In the
copy of my Health Report
future, should something like
"Erectile Dysfunction." Other
that happen, say, "Whoa! That's
readers who would like a copy
off-limits. My housemate(s) will
should send a long, selfhave to show you their private
addressed, stamped envelope
room(s) when they're home. I
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
can't let you go in there -- it's
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
an invasion of their privacy."
sure to mention the title.
Any or all of these stateDEAR DR. GOTT: Durments should suffice. However,
ing a visit to my doctor, we
if they don't -- take the person
by the arm and "guide" her/him
away.
DEAR ABBY: I'm curious
to know what makes men of
any age sleep on couches and
easy chairs in the daytime? I
don't know of any women who
do it. -- MARISA C.. ONTARIO,
CANADA
DEAR MARISA: Men nap
on couches and easy chairs
because they are sleepy (or perhaps bored). However, this trait
is not quite gender-specific. In
fact, I am sure there are also
women who do it, too. You just
don't happen to be acquainted
with any who admit it. (Zzzzzz
OW*

M4 MOt1114
too
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DEAR ABBY: Please explain
the difference between gossip,
interesting conversation and
expressing an opinion. -- AVIS
IN HOUSTON
DEAR AVIS: Gossip is saying something unkind or embarrassing behind someone's back.
Some people mistake this for
"interesting conversation." However, interesting conversation
usually involves discussing ideas
-- not the behavior (or misbehavior) of other people. Expressing an opinion is what I have
just done.

talked about whether it was time
for a Pap smear. I am 68
old, and he told me that after
65 years old, it's not necessary to have one. Who is right'?
My friend at the age of 75
still gets one every
DEAR READER: Gynecology specialists have advised
that women over 65 who have
no gynecological symptoms or
histories of pelvic cancer can
safely avoid annual Pap tests
As you can imagine, this policy met with significant objections when it was first published several years ago. Doctors were not happy about its
implications — primarily, that
women with cancer would be
diagnosed too late to be cured.
I believe that your doctor
is correct, but 1 strongly advise
you (and other readers in your
age group) to make the decision to have a Pap if you feel
more comfortable with that
option.

years

year.

In my practice, I estimate
that about half of my over-65
female patients are delighted
at being able to avoid the Pap
test. The others want to continue having the test performed.
And that's fine. I tell them to
discuss this issue with their
gynecologists.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies
Health
Reports
of
my
"Menopause" and -Vaginal
Infections and Disorders."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P()
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge
the king, holding A.J. is called a
Bath Coup.
However, if West is familiar v,ith
this holdup play, he will switch to a
different suit after East plays the discouraging deuce of hearts on the
king. It is here that declarer must be
careful not to dissipate his advan
tage.
Let's say West shills to a club at
trick two. South cannot atibrd to
finesse, since this would subject him
to defeat if the finesse lost and I•ast
returned a heart. So to ensure the
contract, he goes up with the ace,
He nest plays the k.4.) of trumps,
followed by the queen of diamonds
Assume Fast wins the second diamond with the ace and returns a
heart. South lakes the ace, crosses to
dummy with a trump and discards
his heart loser on dummy's third diamond. lie then concedes a club to the
Most players arc familiar with the king to make the contract.
Observe that if South takes the
Bath Coup, even though they might
not know the technical name for the king of hearts with the ace at trick
play. It gets this name because the one, he goes down. Last later gains
play is said to have originated in the the lead with either a diamond or a
club and returns a heart through
resort town of Bath, in England.
Consider this deal where West declarer's J-4. The Bath Coup thus
leads the king of hearts. If South proses to be the key to making the
knows his way around a bridge table, contract, even though declarer niay
he plays the tbur on the king, hoping have no idea that the play he has
West will continue the suit and hand employed carries a %e11. fancy
him an extra heart trick. The duck of moniker.
Tomorrow: Long-range preparatory mo,,es.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
4A 987
,It 5
•K 4
10
EAST
WEST
•5 4
•6 2
119 6 2
KQI07
•A 9 7 5
•10 6 3 2
•9y4
•K 7 6 3
SOLI rH
•K Q.1 10 3
•A .1 4
•Q 8
4110 5 2
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Pass
Pass
3•
I•
4+
Opening lead - king of hearts.

•••
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1 Home, in the
phone book
4 Big black dogs
8 Word
on a battery
12 Shade tree
13 Mountain range
near China
14 Sultan's cousin
15 Cottage fees
17 Verne captain
18 Subiect
for Keats
19 Cheerful
20 Urges
23 Soot
26 Furry Jedi ally
27 Tumult
28 Numeral on
some docks
31 Piano support
32 Clear the windshield
34 Sandy's reply
35 Debate side
36 Hobby ender
37 P etudiee

38 — "the Body"
Ventura
40 Cato's year
41 Snowy-white
bird
44 Came down
with
46 Diary opener
47 Trifling
52 Blouse part
53 Livy's route
54 Hamlet's oath
55 Grills. maybe
56 Youngsters
57 Not skinny
DOWN
1 Spoil
2 Perfume label
word
3 Do christies
4 Animal's home
5 Moving right —
6 Outlaw
7 Bros sibling
8 Trial setting
9 Black cat, perhaps

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10 Sketch
11 Priam was its
king
16 Elephant tooth
19 Urban woe
20 Puppy's cry

111111 MINIM MM
MEM ME= MR=
MINIMMINIM MIME
M. MIMI
AMAMI MEM=
AM= MEM Add
MEM dal= MEM
"1111111%
MEM= MEM
SIM Sinilln
MO= di= MIMI

21 Basin cornpanion
22 Scrubbed mission (hyph )
24 Lite boats
25 Rite answer/
(2 wds.)
28 Futile
29 OPEC meinber
30 In that case
wds
32 Eat less
33 Superman's
emblem
37 Fiberglass
bundle
38 Tugs
39 — on (incited)
41 Ferber or
Millay
42 Turns right
43 Pool table
item
45 Galley slaves'
need
47 Zip
48 Ms Hagen
of films
49 Not on duty
50 Narrow inlet
51 Sofa,
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Kentucky coach Tubby Smith would like to see improved play
from the Wildcats' defense heading into this weekend's showdown with top-ranked Flonda.

SOUTH CAROLINA WILL BE
WARMUP FOR No. 1 GATORS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
says he's not asking much from
his players on defense. He just
wants them to give all-out effort
for 35 seconds on each possession — the exact amount of time
it takes for the shot clock to
expire.
Sounds good in principle, but
the players are finding it a tad
trickier in practice.
"When you think about it that
way, it's really easy," forward
Sheray Thomas said. "But 35
seconds can be a lot of time."
The Wildcats' offense got
high marks from Smith for coming back from a 14-point deficit
Saturday to knock off Arkansas.
But the usually steady defensive
unit let the Razorbacks make 54
percent of their shots.
That performance was good
enough to beat Arkansas. It
might even be good enough to
beat South Carolina, which
Arena
Rupp
to
comes
Wednesday after losing to
Kentucky 87-49 earlier this year.
But it most certainly would not
be good enough to beat No. I
and defending national champion Florida, which will face

Kentucky (17-5, 6-2) Saturday.
Of course, the Kentucky
players are under strict orders
not to talk about the Gators. The
subject at hand is South
Carolina and the opportunity to
wrap up no worse than a .500
Southeastern
in
record
Conference play with seven
more games to go — a task that
was a struggle last year.
After losing back-to-back
games against Vanderbilt and
Georgia. Kentucky has won two
straight and checked in at No.20
in the latest national rankings —
its highest of the season. A victory against South Carolina
would give the Wildcats' sole
possession of the second-best
record in the SEC — overachievement, according to many
preseason predictions.
"We're better than what
everybody thought," _guard Joe
Crawford said. "That's put some
relief on some people, that we're
not the only ones believing it."
But, while Crawford said he
is finding motivation from the
newfound respect, teammate
Ramel Bradley says he doesn't
even want to hear about rankings.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The Calloway County Lakers
found themselves in a very
familiar situation on Tuesday
night.
Once already this season, the
Lakers have played a game
where they were looking to tie a
series against a counterpart.
The Lakers did it once
against Murray High on Jan. 12,
locking the series at 100-all.
Calloway then took the overall
lead, 101-100, on the Tigers
when they won at Murray last
Friday night.
The Lakers were back to their
woody ways last night, knotting
their all-time series with Lone
Oak at 20-all, with a 62-54 win
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Standing strong like an oak in
the post was 6-foot-5 Wes
Adams. The senior forward fin• ished with a game-high 23
points on 7-of-10 shooting from
the field and an 8-of-10 effort
from the free throw line.
Adams, who averages 10.7
points per game, tacked on nine
rebounds and added a block in
the victory.
Adams confirmed that the
gameplan was to get him the ball
down low,to take advantage of a
smaller bane Oak frontcourt.
But he was more impressed with
his backcourt running mates.
"Our game plan was to look
down low in the post, but I
thought our guards played very
unselfish and passed in the post
when they could have took some
shots," Adams said. "I think our
guards played exceptionally
well tonight."
And to a degree, Adams was
right.
Senior guard Eric Berberich
tossed in 17 points, while
guard/forward Wes Perry added
nine. Josh Miller, another guard,
and Landon Lockhart each finished with five points. Jamey
Gream finished with three
points.
Luke Shumaker led Lone
Oak (10-15) with 21 points,
while Landon Blackman finished with 14.
Calloway (16-8) has now
won four straight games, dating
back to a 51-47 home win over
•See CALLOWAY,3C

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & T
Laker senior forward Wes Adams(4) puts up this shot past Lone Oak's Clay Pickens(45) a
Ryan McKinney(40)in the first half Tuesday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Adams led all
ers with a game-high 23 points.

LOUISVILLE BASKETBALL

Cold-shooting Cards
have tough task ahead
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — very good," Pitino said. "The
Rick Pitino couldn't help but .reason they're shooting such a
pathetic percentage is going to
roll his eyes at the question.
"Do I have to?" Pitino said the basket. It's like 5 to 7 perwith a somewhat exasperated cent, going to the basket. The 3about point shot will be fine. It's the
when asked
sigh
going to the basket moves. It's
Louisville's shooting woes.
With less than a month to go just things I can't believe."
Too often the Cardinals are
in the regular season, Pitino
their way into the lane,
ramming
answers
of
out
running
be
might
prayers to the rim.
throwing
then
and the cold-shooting Cardinals
It's something they can't afford
might be running out of time if
to do against the Hoyas, who are
they want to make the NCAA
sixth in the nation in scoring
Tournament.
defense and 27th in field-goal
While Louisville (16-7, 6-3 percentage defense.
Big East) remains in pretty
"They're one of the more taldecent shape, the Cardinals ented teams in the country,"
begin their toughest stretch of Pitino said. "I think they're a
the season- on Wednesday night legitimate Top 10 team."
when they host No. 22
The Hoyas were perched
Georgetown (16-5, 6-2) at among the nation's elite when
Freedom Hall. And if Louisville the season began, then fell from
wants to get back to the NCAAs, eighth to out of the polls entirethey'll have to find a way to start ly after nonconference losses to
putting the ball in the basket.
Old Dominion, Oregon and
The Cardinals are shooting Duke. But they've won five
just 42.1 percent from the floor straight and 12 of their last 14
and just 32.9 percent from 3- behind 7-foot-2 center Roy
point range. Both numbers rank Hibbert, forward Jeff Green aod
in the bottom third of the coun- guard Jonathan Wallace.
try among Division I teams,
"This team has two potential
hardly the kind of shooting from lottery picks on it. they're very
which tournament teams are deep, very tall, very good defenmade.
sively, extremely well-coached
"Our shot selection's been offensively," Pitino said.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If what Calloway County girls coach Scott
Sivills saw Tuesday night holds true for the
latter part of this month, his Lady Lakers
couldn't have picked a better time to peak.
With arguably their toughest stretch ahead
against three teams with a combined won-loss
record of 46-18, the Lady Lakers flexed their
muscles and then knocked out Lone Oak 7438 in First Region action' on Tuesday night at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Calloway (15-9) put four players in double
figures, with Rachel Adams and Sam Butts
leading the Lady Laker charge with 16 points
apiece. Kayla Cunningham was good for 12,
and Shelby Webb added II. Kayla Seavers
had seven, and senior guard Beth Ross finished with six. Haley McCuiston, Allison
Jones and Shauna Wicker each had two
points.
Sivills said the game against the Lady
Flash showed what his team is capable of
when it is clicking on all cylinders.
"We have five starters that can score on the
floor. When those five are scoring, it makes it
hard for the defense to guard you," he said.
-Overall, I thought our kids lookai -really
good from start to finish. We were able to sub
the entire fourth quarter."
Karlie Grooms led Lone Oak (7-13) with
10 points. The Lady Flash shot just 26 percent
from the field, going 10-of-38. including a 2Of-12 (16 percent) effort from 3-point rage.
Lone Oak was I6-of-29 from the free throw
line.
Meanwhile. Calloway had little problem
MICHAEL DANN / Lodger & Times
the bottom of the net.
finding
in
Oak
Lone
against
basket
Calloway County's Kayla Seavers goes strong to the
After going 11-of-16 from the field in the
seven
with
'finished
Seavers
Gymnasium.
Jeffrey
at
Monday
half
the second
III See LADY LAKER% 3C
points as the Lady Lakers rolled to a 74-38 win.
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RACERS LOOK FOR SWEEP OF EKU
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Beginning with Thursday
night's Ohio Valley Conference
matchup with Eastern Kentucky,
the Racers will embark on their
longest homestand of the 200607 season.
And it couldn't come at a better time for a Murray State unit
that's playing arguably the best
basketball in the league right
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SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger S Times
Senior torward Shawn Witherspoon, shown here in last
week's victory over Austin Peay, has shaken off the effects of
a severe toot injury to again be a major contributor to the
Racers. 2006-07 squad Witherspoon's steal in the waning
seconds against Jacksonville State last weekend led to the
game-winning shot by Bruce Carter.

The Racers, who will now
play as many as three games at
home for the first time this season, enter their showdown with
the rival Colonels on a fourgame winning streak.
Murray's sudden revival has
vaulted it into a third-place tie
with Tennessee Tech in the most
recent conference standings.
While it's a long shot that the
Racers could catch Austin Peay
for first place, they are still firmly in place for one of the four
coveted home games for the first
round of the OVC Tournament,
which begins at campus sites on
Feb. 27.
The race for those -top four
slots makes Thursday's battle
with the Colonels that much
more important. At 8-6 in league
action, EKU is just one game
back of both the Racers and
Golden Eagles for fourth place.
Adding to the intrigue is the
Colonels' performance against
Murray State the last time.
On Dec. 7 at Richmond,
Eastern pushed the Racers to
overtime on sophomore guard
Mike Rose's 3-point basket as
time expired in regulation.
Murray escaped that contest
by outscoring the Colonels 14-8
in the extra five-minute session
for its first OVC win of the season.

But EKU gave the Racers fits
all game long, shooting 58 3

Dear Thursday
Toon: 7.30 p.m,
Slie: RSEC, Murray.
Record:
Series
MSU leads 03-65
Jeff
Coaches:
Neubauer (27-25, 41.11111
4
1111100
2nd season), OW;
Billy Kennedy (1211. first season).
Murray State
RadlotTeievision: Froggy 103.7 FM,
wttri Neal Bradley & Nathan Higdon
Probable tatertne Lineups:
EI111111111 Kentucky (13-9, 64 OVC):
F-Arlichael Brock. 4.0 ppg. 5 1 rpia,
Darnell Dials. 8.5 ppg, 45 rpg. GAdam Leonard, 11.7 ppg, 2.8 am; GMike Rose, 158 ppg, 3.9 rpg.0-Julian
Mascot 12.6 ppg, 45 apg.
Murray State (12-11, 10-6): F-Shavm
Witherspoon, 102 ppg, 5.4 rpg;
Marvin VVilliams, 44 ppg, 2.2 mg. GEd Horton, 6.6 ppg, 3.4 apg, 0-Ray
George, 85 ppg, 2.5 rpg; G-Bruce
Carter, 13.4 ppg. 5.6 qv.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger File

Sophomore guard Amber
Guffey scored 20 points in
the Lady Racers' last outing, an 82-61 triumph Over
Jacksonville State last
weekend.

percent (22-of-44) from the
floor, including a 40-percent(6of-15)effort from 3-point range.
Rose was 8-of-12 from field
overall, including 4-of-6 from
behind the arc, for a game-high
24 points. Forward Julian
Mascoll followed with 16
points, while center Jamaal
Douglas added II.
The Racers placed three players in double figures, led by senior
forward
Shawn
Witherespoon with 18 points on
8-of-17
shooting.
Tyler
Holloway and Bruce Carter also
reached double figures with 16
and 14, respectively.
Holloway was 3-of-9 from 3point range as Murray finish the
day just 7-of-25 from beyond
the arc while being out-rebounded 37-29.
Murray State easily leads the
all-time series between the two
programs by a 90-55 margin,
including a 49-17 advantage in
games played at Murray.
The Racers haven't lost to the
Colonels in Murray since 1992,
when EKU walked away 100-90
winners at Racer Arena.

Lady Racers
have big
week ahead
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Very much in the race for
their first Ohio Valley
Conference championship,
the Lady Racers will need to
come up big in a crucial
homestand.
On Thursday, MSU one game out of first place in
the league standings- welcomes long-time nemesis
Eastern Kentucky to the
RSEC for a 5:15 p.m.
matchup.
The Lady Racers will be
looking for a rare sweep of
the Lady Colonels after winning 89-75 at Richmond in
December.
Should Murray earn a victory Over EKU, it will host
OVC leader Morehead State
in a first-place showdown
with the Lady Eagles at 5:15
p.m.
In the first meeting
between the two teams, the
Lady Racers hammered
Morehead 76-54.
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Kentucky Beach Resort Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!:
Need A Boat Slip?

000-1-00- (No Obligatio• - Nothiog To Pay) st!-----t-L„Wee

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

* COVERED SLIPS *

* OPEN SLIPS *

13 ft. wide x 32 ft. long

10 ft. wide x 25 ft. long
12 ft. wide x 19 ft. long

270-436-2345
270 Lynhurst Drive • Murray, Kentucky

759-1116

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

Ideation This Ad
Whoa CA*.
Off., Expires 2/21/07

OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can
I FIND
relieve your aches and pains This examination normally costs $50.00 or
more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurologI ical test,a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion in the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss
II the results.
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FREE.
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Dr. Heskett & Family

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS • MURRAY. KY 42071
Love To See You Healthy'
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Racer Basketball pages published before each home game!
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753-1916
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SEC
powers
duke it
out over
recruits
By JOHN ZENOR
AP Sports Wnter
Those
Southeastern
Conference football teams are at
it again, jockeying for position,
vying for Top 10 rankings and
creating quite the logjam.
, This time they have been
racking up wins not on the field
but in the living rooms of top
recruits. Six SEC teams are likely. to land Top 10-rated recruiting classes on Wednesday,
national signing day.
"I've been doing this for 28
years and this will be the first
time there will be six," said Tom
Lemming, recruiting analyst for
College Sports Television.
In the ratings game, the
Florida Gators are expected to
follow up their national championship with the No. 1 recruiting
class.
If recruiting classes, like
mutual funds,come with the disclaimers that "past performance
is: no guarantee of future success," it doesn't hurt either.
"It bodes well for the future
of. the conference, which right
now is the best conference in
college football," Lemming
said. "With the way they're
recruiting, it could be awhile
before they relinquish that."
• Following close behind the
Gators is East Division rival
Tennessee, a consensus No. 2
pick leading up to college football's busiest signing day. The
ratings could still get shuffled on
Wednesday, when some coveted
recruits will make their
announcements or even switch
schools.
The verbal commitments are
nonbinding until schools receive
signed letters-of-intent.
South
Carolina,
LSU,
Georgia and Auburn are also in
position for Top 10 classes in
rankings compiled by both
Lemming and Rivals.com.
Powers Southern California,
Texas and Notre Dame are also
among those hauling in highly
rated classes as usual, but the
top SEC teams are collecting an
impressive lineup.
It's no mystery why, either.
There are enormous pools of talent in states like Florida, and
three SEC teams finished ranked
in the Top 10 after last season.
Plus, there are big-name
coaches with national championships on their resumes:
Urban
Florida's
Meyer,
Tennessee's Phillip Fulmer,
South Carolina's Steve Spurrier
(at Florida) and Alabama's Nick
Saban (at LSU).
"Those guys all have credentials where they can go into just
about any living room in the
country," said JC Shurburtt,
Southern recruiting analyst for
Rivals.com. "Are they going to
bat .1000? No, nobody does."
But they got plenty of hits
nonetheless.
Florida's signing class is
expected to include defensive
end Carlos Dunlap of North
Charleston, S.C., rated the fifthbest prospect by Rivals.com.
Meyer also landed commitments
from several quarterbacks.
The Gators landed coveted
prospect Tim
quarterback
Tebow last season as heir apparent to Chris Leak.
At Tennessee, the Volunteers'
signees are expected to include
top-rated(by Rivals.com)defensive back Eric Berry of
Fairburn, Ga., plus impressive
groups of running backs and
linebackers.

*eau**

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES

WE'RE NO. 11: Pictured is the first-place team in the fifth and sixth grade division of the
Murray Little League. The team, sponsored by Boone's Inc., won both the regular-season and tournament championships. Members of the team include Hayden Burkey,
Johnathon Allen, Daniel Nesbitt, Seth Carter, Dylan Boone, Preston Merriss and Brandon
Redd (not pictured). The team's coaches include Greg Carter, Tony Boone and Kevin
Watters (not pictured).

OVC BASKETBALL

Skyhawks pull upset over TSU
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Reserve Gerald Robinson
scored 32 points and_TennesseeMartin held off Tennessee State
for a 76-74 win Tuesday night.
Tennessee-Martin (7-20, 512 Ohio Valley Conference) led
the last 1:08 after Cleve
Woodfork made a jumper to go
ahead 69-67.
He hit two free throws with
15 seconds left to put the
Skyhawks up 73-68.

Robinson was lI-of-21 from
the floor, including 7-of- I I 3.
pointers, in 31 minutes of play.
Tennessee State (10-15, 6-9
OVC) was led by reserve
Ladarious Weaver with 26
points, Clarence Matthews with
16 points and a team-high eight
rebounds and Andrae Belton
with 12 points.
For
the
Skyhawks,
McClenon Tolliver had 16
points including three free

throws in the last seven seconds
that kept the visitors ahead.
Woodfork finished with 13
points and was 5-4-5 from the
floor.
Tennessee-Martin made 17of-29 free throws to 7-of-II for
the Tigers.
The Skyhawks shot 58. I percent including 63.6 percent in
the second half. Tennessee State
shot 46.6 percent.

•Calloway
From Page 1C
Marshall County on Jan. 26.
Calloway head coach Terry Birdsong said
Adams has risen to the occasion during the team's
recent winning streak.
"Wes,in this last little run that we've made, has
been hanging around that basket," Birdsong said.
"He's a big, strong kid, and when we get the ball
in there td him, he's hard to stop."
Birdsong was quick to point out that his power
forward can at times forget the position he's playing.
"The thing that Wes gets caught up in sometimes and forgets is that he's 6-5. He'll twist and
turn and let smelter,guys Wale his shoe''the"0coach claimed. "If he would just extend oand use"
one of the other hands, how much more that would
do for him."
Adams' 10 first-quarter points helped the
Lakers to a 20-13 lead. Despite being outscored
13-12 in the second stanza, Calloway took a 32-26
lead into the locker room.
Things got a little dicey for the Lakers in the
second half.
Twice, Calloway built double-digit leads —
once in the third quarter and again in the fourth —
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
only to see Lone Oak cut the lead to as few as Calloway County's Eric Berbench glides to
three points.
the rim past the Purple Flash's Landon
The latter instance came in the fourth quarter. Blackman in the first half Tuesday night.
After Calloway had taken a 13-point lead (55-42)
Berbench tacked on 17 points as the Lakers
on a Berberich bucket, Lone Oak spent the next
62-54 over Lone Oak.
won
three minutes cutting its deficit to six with a 6-0
run. Calloway committed four turnovers during Lone Oak
13
13
16— 54
12
Calloway County
20
12
17
13 —62
the spurt.
Oak (10-15) Shumaker 21. Blackman 14. Ch Pennington
Lone
After Adams missed a pair of free throws at the
8. Brown 4. Edwards 3, Pickens 2. McKinney 2. Jenkins. Co
1:51 mark, Lone Oak answered with back-to-back Pennington. Byrd. Isenberg.
buckets to get to within three, 57-54, with 1:1 1 to FG: 22-48. 3-point FG: 7-16 (Blackman 4, Ch Pennington 2
Edwards) FT: 3-11 Rebounds: 18 Fouls: 14
play.
Callcnvsy County(16-8)Adams 23, Berbench 17. Perry 9. Miller
The cushion was enough for Calloway to hold 5,
Lockhart 5, Gream 3, Tindell. Gamer
off Lone Oak, forcing the Purple Flash to foul the FG: 20-34. 3-point FG: 6-12 (Berbench 3, Miller, Adams
Lockhart)
FT: 16-20. Rebounds: 21 Fouls: 13.
Lakers. CCHS made 5-of-6 attempts from the foul
line in the last 43 seconds to secure the victory.
to shoot free throws, and we've been doing that
On the night, the Lakers were 16-of-20 from four a couple of months." he said. "I think that's
the charity stripe for 80 percent.
really paying off for us."
Being a witness to his team's struggles from the
Birdsong was quick to agree.
line in early December — and even as late as
"You look /I us a month ago. and that's where
January — Adams knows the game could have we were really struggling," he said. "I'm not sure
turned out differently had it not been for the extra in this scenario that we could have won this game
effort by his teammates.
in the middle of January, with the same opportuni"We're coming in every morning at 7:30 a.m. ties. But tonight we made them."

Today
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
Georgetown at Louisville
ESPN
'Minors at Northwestern
ESPN2
1pm.
North Carolina at Duke
ESF'N
SOCCER
8 p.m
Men's rabonal Wanes
ESPN2
Li S vs Memo at Glendale. Artz

Tuesday's Scone
Boys
Adair Co 56, Clinton Co 43
Apollo 48, Ohio Co 38
Ballard Memorial 94. Community
Chnshan (Paducah)64
Bardstown 62. Nelson Co 63
Bell Co 81, Middlesboro 54
Elizabethtown 51, John Martin 44
F Litton City 71. Reidland 60
Grayson Co 43. LaRue Co 33
Greenwood 52 Barren Co 34
Hancock Co 54, McLean Co 48
Harlan 68 Evarts 60
Heath 62 Paducah Tilghman 55
Hickman Co 76. Livingston Central 69
Hopkins Central 70, Cnttenden Co 55
Lynn Camp 80, Williamsburg 72
Monroe Co 63. Glasgow 53
Muhienberg South 65. Daviess Co 55
North Hardin 83, Hart Co 68
Russell Co 70 Casey Co 68
Warren East 73. Cumberland Co 54
Washington Co 73. Green Co 56
Whitley Co 68 Knox Central 63
Postponements & Cancellations
East Ridge vs Paintsialle. cod
Clay Co s Pineville. ccd

Posed Co. vs Rockcasee Co .List
OWN
Barren eo. 55. Greenwood 34
Calloway Co 74, Low Oek 38
Casty Co. 55, Russel Co. 27
Christian Co. 61, University Noughts 38
Corbin 81, Weliarnsbufg 33
Franklin-Simpson 69, RusselNille 66
Fulton Co 57, Carlisle Co 39
Glasgow 59, Monroe Co 36
Green Co 59. Washington Co 45
Harlan 69, Everts 81
Leslie Co 72 Wolfe Co 54
Livingston Central 57, Fort Campbell 37
Lyon Co 92 Hopionsville 52
Marshall Co 46, Graves Co 32
Middlesboro 63, Bell Co 59
Nelson Co 43, Bardstown 37
Paducah Tilghman 65, Heath 26
Todd Central 56, Allen Co -S'svoNe 48
Warren Central 57 Bowling Green 46
Whitey Co 61 Knox Central 55

•Lady Lakers
From Page 1C
first quarter in building a 25-9
lead. the Lady Lakers shot 9-of16 in the second quarter for a
46-21 halftime lead. They finished 33-of-64 for 51 percent
and were 4-of-7 (57 percent)
from 3-point range.
Now. Calloway has to prepare itself for Graves County
(15-10 ), which dropped a heartbreaker to Marshall County on
Tuesday night. The Lady Eagles
ranked right behind the Lady
Lakers for fourth overall in the
region.
In addition to MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins (9-12) and
Hickman
County (8-10),
Calloway will close out its regular-season with the Second
Region's third-place team,
Union County (15-4), and
Paducah Tilghman (16-4),
which sits in second place in the
First Region.
But Sivills has seen the
improvements made from
December to January, from
January to February and hopefully from February to March.
"We are now at the latter part

09 12 07 10 — 38
Lone Oak
Calloway County 25 21 17 11 —74
Lome Osk (7-13) &OPTS 10, Heine 9,
Williford 4, Ray 4. Marcey Evans 4,
lialicks 3, E. Murphy 2. Mar Murphy 1,
Robertson 1. Markey Evans, Fellows,
Brown.
FG: 10-38. 3-polnt FG: 2-12 (Grooms)
FT 16-29. Rebounds: 21. Fouls: 8,
Calloway County (15-9) Butts 16,
Adams 16. Cunningham 12, Webb 11,
Seavers 7, Ross 6, FAcCuiston 2, Wicker
2, A. Jones 2, K. Jones, W Jones.
Thurmond, Fox, Govern.
FG: 33-64. 3-point FO: 4-7 (Webb 3,
Butts). FT: 4-11. Rebounds: 30 Fouls:
20

of our season, and there is some
big-time improvement that has
been made since we last played
them," Sivills said of the 21point (68-47) beating the Lady
Lakers handed Lone Oak on
Nov. 28.
"I was veiy impressed with
how our kids came out of the
gate. We shot the ball well, we
had very crisp offensive ball
movement. We just played very
well. I told our kids, 'we're at
the point in the season where we
have to surge forward.' 1 thought
tonight we did that. The kids had
fun, but now we'll have to keep
doing this."

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Fitter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adlust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only
995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

610995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
KentuckY's
Ener,
( operatives'

1TotiChstone

CHEER & DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP

TV Schedule

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

STATE CHAMPS!: Members of the Murray High School cheedeading squad pose with
their Class A state championship banner after earning first place in the large varsity division of the at-large competition during last weekend's cheer and dance championships.
Team members include senior Colleen McCoy (captain), juniors Whitley Evans, Haley
Haverstock, Ashley Jones, Laken Peal (captain), DeAnna Rideout, Addie Rigsby, Camee
Taylor and Callie Wilson; sophomores Jessica Cook, Abby Dowdy, Alyssa Erickson,
Sarah McNutt, Amber Ritchardson, Brooke Salley and Lynley Sullivan: and freshmen
Hannah Boone, Jamie Courtney, Autumn Denton and Allison Doyle. The squad is
coached by Jill Herndon and Mallory Cathey.

Change Oil & Fitter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adpst Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

1;14995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Cost..)

Murray Home& Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

Murray Ledger & Times
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Peppers Toyota

12ovell0
at .Nelipe7g

t*

4SP 2007 Toyota Corolla CE
Auto NC
Power Windows
& Locks, CD

Peppers Disc
Rebate

$16,285
- 786
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Sweetheart Dtsc
",,,yota Rebate

Cloth Seats

Stir iliC,C 7451

Vol.
ammo. 411Iwei

MSRP
Peppers Disc..
Rebate

,,- 1,266
- 1,500
$

18,944*

'14,999* m) 2007 Chevy Reg. Cab
Silverados
Your Price

SweetketTe
real

40120/40

ejr)2007 Impala LS Sedan
•Fiex-Fuer CoPaborti
• OnStar
•21 MPG Crty'
31 Highway MPG

Stk .01(:: 7 178

'.44g

1I

Specials You
I Will Love

Candy is Nice!
Roses Wilt!
New Toyotas Last
&aims
Many Years!
1-14-07

CV 2007 Dodge 1500 ST
Reg. Cab, 2WD

CLO

Peppers Chevrolet Cadillac

2007 Toyota Tacoma

41)2007 Chrysler 300 SE

Starting As Low As $15,896*

Several In Stock To Choose From

%1SRP
Peppers Disc_
Mfg Rebate

5 Spa . 4)(4
Reg Cab AC,
CD

ñ7 ViCk011
r),IpOriS

Let

$19,770
- 1,127
- 500

f.1SRF-'

Pepper'., ,.,etheari Disc
-,)yotcr Rebate

hit-ani
for a r

SUifeeitC47.r

OM

Ca"

Sweet/malt Sfteeced 6.1 ;lie/Zee&

2007 Toyota

Tundras

..
•.,„.„„:„2.,

•,

2007 Chevy HHR LT
ii:rt.;01111_ •
....-•
,.

MSRP
Rebate
Peppers DISC

,.,

re *'

Disclaimer

48 mos.•• 60 mos.••
Many Will Qualify

Mos."

'Price nclu(1es doc let or $64 50 taxes titie ani1 license are aii,"rir
All APRS are we ape Dyed Tovota Financial Services Credit

171996*
-2.518

..

Your Price

for

for

for

,.. .

•• ..................... $21,514
- 1,000
$

36

By KI
Staff I

..ire7

5 Year/I00,000 MU Powertraim Worramty
Best Coverage I. Amerka
:7isciairner

'Price is plus tax tale and license and after ag manufacturers rebates and
'actor, to dealer n.centives $64 50 doc lee included Photos for &station

PllOtOS Or iliostration purposes only
IMEMENEtimmENKIMAiJZIV.
' , r

PEPPES
7
Wood St •Parts

2420 E. Wood St. ;t P rl.'. • Paris, IN •(731) 642-3900
1-800-325-3229 viww nopperstoyola corn

241S f
8424861•1-880 748-0116

PEPPEX-W

2003 Buick Century

Off Road, 4x4, 5.4
Triton. 92.000 Miles,
CD. Leather, All Power
Stk. #P6309

58,000 Miles, Tilt,
Cruise, Power
Windows. Stk. #P6285A

43,845'
2005 Saturn Ion
All Power, Tilt, Cruise,
13,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P6261

st1F986*
2000 Ford

czo=

414"."18101

Super Duty, Amarillo, 4x4,
Turbo Diesel, 18,000 Miles,
Stk. #C17126A

sII $3%986*
2005 Dodge Ram SRT-10
Viper Powered, 22"
Alloy Wheels, Factory
Warranty.
Stk. #G1-7436A

73,000 Miles.
Stk. #TT7276B

s2Z020*
2006 Ford Mustang GT

4x4, 73,000 Miles

Stk #P6260A

Leather, 1,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6354

113,545e

s28,465*
1999 Cheysler LHS

2005 Toyota Solara Cony.

Miles. Tilt, Cruise,
Leather. Stk. P6348

Leather, Tilt, Cruise,
97,000 Miles, All
Power, CD. Stk.
#TC7416A

Leather, CD, 17" Alloy
Wheels, 39,000 Miles.
Stk. #TC7470A

s28,996e

$7,350.

s20,9813*

5.7L Hemi, 4x4. 23,000

2003 Honda CR-V

2004 Pontiac Grand Prix 2006 Dodge Durango SLY

CD, 76.000 Miles.
Stk. #TT7483A

GTP, Supercharged,
34,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6265A

17" Alloy Wheels,
23,000 Miles, CD.
Stk. #P6347

13.966

S14,266.

$1%986*

.r/ISCIAirnA, Al

prices plus tax title and

ilcense

additional 564 50 de( lee included

"Whatever it takes, :or want to he Our car or truck corn
Mrs MFeim iPfn
Se 811150T

Iowa Lida.
Ina bsparr

piy
ky
--www peppersautomotive comptBREAK

THROUGH
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2006 Ford F-250 Lariat

s414,985.

2006 Jeep Commander

•S

www.peppersautomotive.COM
en Il.f IX•14p ,
:1-120 t Wood Si , Paris IN - 1 800 325•3279• 731 847-3900 S', 8,

F150 XIL

2000 Chevy 15001.5 Z-21
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PePPers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2006 Ford F-150 FX4

Null

(iD
TOYOTA

2400 E. Wood St. • Pans • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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